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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Backgrounds

Ethiopia is one of the oldest nations that have begun agricultural practices thousands of years
ago (Abate, 2007). According to Abate, historical evidences position Ethiopia at a special
place where domestication of crops and livestock had been started during early civilizations
of human beings. Pertinently, some development scholars who visited Ethiopia in 1960s,
labeled the country as ‘breadbasket of the horn of Africa and middle east’ (Abate, 2007) and
‘the water tower of East Africa’ (UNPD, 2006), to depict natural resources potential of the
country for agriculture. It is argued that these rich historical evidences should be the reason
why agriculture has been the backbone of country’s overall economy. Currently, it is
estimated that about 44% of national GDP, 85% employment, 90% export goods and 90% of
population depend on agriculture (Belay 2003; Abate, 2007).
However, when it is reviewed from recent past poverty and hungers in the country, it is
persuasive to claim that the country could not make use of the evident early civilization in
agricultural practices and/or abundant natural resources. Especially,

from the 1970s,

agriculture has been featured as low productive subsistence farming, which failed to feed
country’s population, and even food aid dependence has been accustomed since 1985 (Belay,
2003; Belay and Abebaw, 2004; Spielman, 2010). Despite the fact, history informs us that
government has been intervening in the agricultural sector to improve the production and
productivity through formal agricultural extension services since the mid of 20th century
(Belay, 2003; Abate, 2007). As it was globally believed that the sole solution of low
productivity of agriculture had been using modern technologies like improved varieties and
inorganic fertilizers; the focus of extension services (from 1950s to 1990s) in the country was
transferring of technologies to the farmers for adoption (Belay, 2003; Davis et al, 2009,
2010). Nonetheless, that extension system did not work as intended in the country due to (a)
absence of enabling political administrative environment and (b) defects in extension
approaches themselves. In the former case, shift in development policies due to regime
changes; bureaucracy, a lack of administrative and financial autonomy at field extension
services, a weak research-extension linkage, a little coverage or less focus on small farmers,
inadequate number of extension agents etc. were the main shortcomings and challenges of
agricultural extension in the country ( see Abate, 2007; Belay, 2003). In the latter case, new
1

technologies were delivered to farmers without considering complex, diverse and risk prone
natural environment (Chambers, 2000). The extension interventions had not considered
socio-economic, knowledge and resources diversities of smallholders in the third world in
general and in Ethiopia in particular (Belay and Abebaw, 2004; Ashworth, 2005).
Accordingly, learning from past experiences, the Ethiopian extension system has been under
tremendous reforms since 1991 to overcome the aforesaid weaknesses and enhance the rural
transformation (Ashworth, 2005). The main elements of the reforms are;

(1) Structural changes: decentralization of extension organization on two levels (a)
devolution of administrative control to regional governments on overall extension
processes and (b) deconcentration of budget and field level operation to the district level
(Spielman et al, 2010).
(2) a shift in extension approaches from the transfer of technologies paradigm to the
participatory paradigm; the establishment of Participatory Demonstration and Training
Extension System (PADETES) that entails farm visits and on-farm demonstration in 1995
and shift to Farmers Training centres (FTC) as broad based human resources development
at village level since 2002/3 (Davis et al, 2009, 2010; Abate, 2007). Alongside the
participatory approach this reform underlines a shift in responsibilities of extension
agents from input delivery to information and knowledge brokers at community level (at
FTC) (Gebremedhin et al., 2006). The inputs delivery would become responsibility of
semi-public cooperatives.
(3) Recognition of diversity of agro-ecological areas and smallholders needs and hence,
dividing the country into different agro ecological zones (Davis et al, 2009, 2010). (4)
human resources development; there were only 2500 Extension Agents for more than 11
million farm households when the current government assumed power in 1991 (Abate,
2007). Thus, the government established 25 Agricultural technical and vocational
education (ATVET) colleges to deploy sufficient facilitators at local levels; where the
number of extension Agents have been increased to 60, 000 in a couple of years and the
graduates are trained in different field of studies at diploma levels to respond to the
diverse interests of smallholders (Davis et al., 2008; 2009; 2010). Overall, for the last
decade, the government of Ethiopia has devoted to develop sound extension system by
changing governance structures, extension methods and investing in infrastructure and
human resources (ibid).
2

Nevertheless, while many scholars acknowledge the substantial commitments of the current
government, mainly at the national level, there is a big concern whether the Ethiopian
extension reforms are on the right track to improve diversified livelihoods of small farmers
at grassroots (Anderson, 2008, Mogues et al, 2009;). From world experience, there is no best
model to be followed, but, the best reform is the one that could operationalize different
combination of elements of reforms (particularly; decentralization, market orientation and
participatory extension method, e.g. see Swanson, 2008) and hence, draws multiple
alternatives of extension service delivery and financing, i.e. pluralistic in nature (Anderson,
2008; Swanson, 2006, 2008; Qamar, 2005; Birner et al, 2006).

In Ethiopia, the strengths and weaknesses of the current extension is already well documented
(Abate, 2007; Davis et al, 2009, 2010). The weaknesses are a room for market oriented
extension system is very limited (see Gebremedhin et al, 2006), an unchanged technology
transfer mind-set and public extension is the only actor in extension service delivery and
funding, except pockets of fragmented intervention of NGOs in different locations and time
(Abate, 2007; Davis et al, 2009; 2010). The strength is that fully decentralization of extension
at district level with sufficient number of SMS and high outreach at a Sub-district level, (i.e.
at each Peasant Association or “Ganda” in local language)1 FTC has been staffed with three
extension agents representing crop production, animal production and natural resource
management. Besides these an Itinerant Extension Agents who graduated in cooperatives and
animal health works on several FTCs (Davis et al., 2007, 2009, 2010).

Now what these recent studies are unable to uncover is to what extent extension
decentralization (reform in governance and management structures) at district level have
created incentives for service providers to make them accountable to small farmers. Indeed,
effectiveness of decentralization is a political will (Lankinda, 2008; Mody, 2004) and the
main goal of extension decentralization is to improve accountability relationships among
service providers and clients (Anderson, 2007). Hence, the focus of this paper is to analyse
effectiveness of decentralization reforms in extension system in terms of improving
accountability at an operation level.

1

Previously ‘Peasant Association’ OR in Local language ‘Ganda’ is the smallest administrative unit that encompasses 250-270
households within an area of about 800 hectares (Abate, 2007)
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1.2. Problem Statement
In Ethiopia, a scarcity of well-trained extension workers was a long term challenge (Belay
and Abebaw, 2004). Hence, capacity development of agricultural extension in terms of
human resources (number, qualifications, and motivation of extension staff) is paramount to
adapt changing extension environment in developing world (Vijayaragavan and Singh, 1997).
Now, data show that Ethiopia no longer suffers from small numbers of extension agents. The
country is now approaching the level of deploying “roughly one extension agent for every
476 farmers”, which is the strongest agent-farmers ratios in the world (Davis et al, 2010).
This is because since 2005, the Ethiopian Government expenditure on agricultural sector has
been increased over time (it is about 13 to 17 % of annual budget or 7.5 % of GDP), which is
above developing countries standard (10% annual budget or 6% GDP) (MoARD, 2010).

However, as current Studies show (Davis et al, 2010; Abate, 2007) accountability issue of
extension system is unclear at operational level. As Yilmaz (et al, 2008) plainly put it
“increasing the resources allocated for public services without fixing the accountability
incentive structure will most likely not translate into greater development benefits for the
poor”.
To enable extension system to work, the government has already decentralized extension
service to the district level in terms of budget and field level operations since 2002/3. As
good opportunities would have it, agents are already deployed and working in the field at
FTC to enhance improvement of small farmers livelihoods. Currently, Extension Agents are
“expected to play an active role in linking farmers with other institutional support services
such as input supply, credit, cooperative promotion, and agricultural produce marketing” by
using FTC as space of transition of smallholders (Gebremedhin et al., 2006).
Despite the fact that the number of extension agents in Ethiopia increased four folds, many
scholars argue that the graduates are not well trained to play the expected roles. That is
because of inadequate capacity of colleges in material and infrastructures and weak linkages
of extension with education and farmers (Abegaze et al., 2004, Spielman, 2008; Spielman et
al., 2010). Moreover, the current empirical studies show that although the Ethiopian
extension system has been reformed, the mind set of extension workers is still locked in the
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past delivery of inputs rather than becoming focal point of information and knowledge for
farmers and rural communities (Gebremedhin et al., 2006; Davis et al., 2007).
However, it is argued that the performance of these extension agents cannot be judged only
from what they already learned during diploma training in the colleges, but it depends on how
the overall decentralization reform in the extension system enables or disables the extension
workers to learn iteratively and interactively with smallholders at FTC. The base for this
argument is that on the World Development Report 2004, it asks the general question “what
institutional conditions support the emergence of capable and motivated frontline providers
with clear objectives and adequate resources? The answer: successful services for poor
people emerge from institutional relationships in which the actors are accountable to each
other”. Swanson and Samy (2002) have also asserted that above and beyond availability of
extension expertise and technical support, development of rigorous institutions is vital. The
“government’s willingness to redefine the role of its institutions and to allow the active
participation of rural people in formulating and implementing rural development programs” is a
crucial factor. Accordingly, the main enquiry of this paper is how the Ethiopian

decentralization reform has created new institutional arrangements of extension system that
safeguards effective accountability relationships among District politicians, bureaucrats,
extension agents and small farmers.

1.3. Research Objectives

The aim of this research is to help improve the national and regional policy understanding by
exploring how the decentralization reform in extension system has devolved powers of
decision making among lower lever actors (farmers, district extension service providers and
politicians) and by this means, how accountability relations among these actors has been
improved. And, finally based on empirical evidences from case studies and recent relevant
literatures, I will reflect on why the government should rethink on devolution of power of
decision making and accountability relationships of actor in the extension system to respond
small farmers’ demands.

5

2. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

In order to achieve the research objectives, I have developed a conceptual framework as
follows. First, I have overviewed the rationale behind public extension reform in developing
world in general and in Ethiopia in particular (section 2.1). Second, having convieced
imperatives of public extension reforms, I have thrown light on what are emerging elements
of extension reform and what are their strengths and weakness based on developing
countries’ expreinces (in section 2.2).Then, I have linked global reform experiences with the
Ethiopian current position in reforms. In section (2.3), I have discussed how overall extension
reform models/approaches push extension service toward farmers led.
In section (section 2.4), I have picked only decentralization reform as analytical len of the
Ethiopian extension reform due to two reasons. First, Ethiopia has focused decentralization
reform more than other elements of reforms and decentralization is expected to be a panacea
for improvement of accountability relationships of actors in public service delivery (World
Bank, 2008). In section, I have presented in detail how actors, their of power decision making
and their accountability relationships are main indicators for success of decentralization
reform. Finally, I have summarized the challenges that hinder effectiveness of accountability
relationships of actors in public extension service.
In developing this framework, I have not followed specific model, rather I have deliberately
adopted my own framwork from combination of concepts that have different analytical
capacity. That is strengh of this framework. However, the weakness is that I had not tested
whether the framework is effective before I have used for this research.

6

2.1. Why public agricultural extension reform in developing world?

From historical perspectives, agricultural extension services have long been in backing for
agricultural development (Anderson, 2008). Developed nations like USA, Canada, The
Netherlands, Australia and Denmark have gained much from extension services (in past as
public and currently as public and/or private sector) (Qamar, 2005). It was from this
enthusiasm that formal agricultural extension services were introduced to developing world
in 1950s through the support of US ‘land grant college system’ (ibid). During that period, the
extension services were intended to receive improved technologies from agricultural research
centres and transfer to farmers to improve food security which is known as Technology
Transfer (ToT) model. Indeed, in reality developed nations and developing nations farmers
were (and are) different in overall social, economic and natural environments. As a result,
extension services failed to bring the envisaged changes on small farmers of Africa and
elsewhere due to different factors (Rivera, 2008a). As Rivera has stated the main challenges
of public extension was “(1) system problems (linkage, incentives, and infrastructure); (2)
control or governance problems; and (3) delivery difficulties”. More specifically, extension
suffered at national level from “inappropriate public extension policies, limited public funds,
and a lack of accountability. And, at the institutional level: problems of complexity,
responsiveness, financing and cost-effectiveness” hindered progress (Swanson and Samy,
2002).

To tackle aforesaid challenges and weaknesses World Bank endorsed Train and Visit model
(T & V) in more than 70 countries from 1975 to 1995 as national extension system. Still,
although the T and V model was proved effective where farmers were homogenous in terms
of socio-economic and agro-ecologies in some Asian countries, it aggravated other
weaknesses in most countries than solving the previous challenges (Anderson, 2008; World
Bank, 2006). For instance, World Bank Operation Evaluation Department (OED) study found
the same old aforementioned challenges (e.g. inadequate funding for recurrent costs,
insufficient technology, poor links to research, limited farmer participation, and a top-down
mentality etc.) and hence, underlined that “no single extension model is universally relevant,
and situation-specific models need to be developed based on general principles and analyses
of specific farming systems and social conditions” (World Bank, 2006). Thus, the Bank
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pulled out from funding the T & V system in 1990s (World Bank, 2006). Even, where T & V
worked like in India, financial sustainability was key challenge (Anderson, 2008).

After dissolution of T & V system in 1990s, political pressure on public extension was
ignited until it ‘lost momentum’ worldwide. Especially, in developed nations like The
Netherlands, New Zealand, UK and Denmark this has resulted in shift of public extension to
private extension system (Rivera, 2008a). As Rivera (2008b) stated it was application of
“major shift in development thinking from government to private-sector hegemony which
was epitomized in ‘the Washington Consensus’” in 1980s (Williamson, 2000, cite by Rivera,
2008b). The underlying principle is that market driven agricultural innovations emerge from
multiple sources ‘from local to global level’ (Swanson, 2008) including farmers (Sulaiman
and Hall, 2002). In developing countries, it was the time of structural adjustment due to
economic crisis and hence, importance of extension function was criticized and some
countries downsized public extension (Rivera, 2008a; Anderson, 2008).

In the Ethiopian context, formal agricultural extension services were launched through United
States of America “land grant college system” in 1950 (Belay, 2003; Belay and Abebaw,
2004). Since then, the country has been implementing different agricultural extension models
and/or approaches under different political and administrative structures (see Belay 2003;
Abate, 2007). While change in models and/or approaches mostly depends on evolution in
global understanding about extension concepts, change in administrative structures have been
influenced by three successive regimes (from imperial to the so-called socialist to current
government) (See Belay, 2003; Gebremedhin et al, 2006; Abate, 2007).

During classical Transfer of Technology (ToT) extension model of Imperial Regime (19531975) four extension approaches2 had been implemented in the country. In period of
“socialist” regime (1975-1991) three quasi-participatory extension approaches3 had been
tried. In both regimes, the contributions of agricultural extension services for Ethiopia were
transferring of technologies to bring green revolution on potential areas by neglecting small
2

a) extension under the Imperial Ethiopian College of Agricultural & Mechanical Arts (1953 – 1963), b) the Conventional Extension
Approach (1963 – 1968), c) the Comprehensive Integrated Package Projects Approach-CIPPs (1967 – 1975), and d) the Minimum Package
Project-MPP-I Approach (1971 – 1974) (see Abate, 2007)
a)The Land Reform and Human Resource Development (HRD) Approach (1975 – 1980), b) the Minimum Package Project-II Approach
(1980 -1985), c) the National Program for Food Self Sufficiency (1986-1989), the Modified T & V Approach & the Peasant Agriculture
Development Extension Projects-PADEPs, (1986 – 1995) (see Abate, 2007)
3
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farmers’ less potential areas. The services benefited few large farmers or collective farmers
or state itself depending on donors or regime vested interests for that moment (Belay, 2003;
Abate, 2007). In terms of approaches’ failures, when extension services were delivered to
small farmers who were the majority in the country, it was without considering complex,
diverse and risk prone natural environment (Chambers, 2000), socio-economic, knowledge
and resources diversities of small farmers in third world in general and in Ethiopia in
particular (Belay and Abebaw, 2004). In terms of state failures, imperial as well as “socialist”
regimes were unsupportive of advancement of extension services due to an iron fisted
political ideology, a lack of infrastructures and human resources etc. Further, as the main
source of funding for extension services were from foreign countries, the goals of
compressive packages of transfer of technologies were being changed based on donors’
interest (Abate, 2007). For instance in Ethiopia in 1970s, the World Bank induced (T&V)
approaches to disseminate technologies for smallholders had reinforced the same problems of
ToT model until the Bank withdrew from funding in 1990s.

Today, given unabated past extension approaches and public organization weaknesses, and
evolving global developments; there are multiple reasons for reforms of public extension in
developing world (Qamar, 2005; Anderson, 2008; Eicher, 2007). In the past, extension
purpose was to transfer technologies to farmers, but today it must go beyond that. Now,
agriculture is not expected to serve only for food production as long ago, rather it is facing
complex challenges and multiple purposes like fighting poverty and hunger, generating
income, reducing risk and vulnerability etc., while sustaining natural environment (see
Leeuwis, 2004; Anandajayasekeram et al, 2008; Qamar, 2005).
Then rural communities who live on agriculture must know “what to grow, where to sell,
how to maintain soil fertility, and how to manage common resources” that all depend on “the
knowledge and information available” to them (Rivera, 2004). To overcome these challenges
and improve livelihoods of stallholders or enhance their innovative capacity, (Swanson,
2008) argues public extension in developing world should change three things; (1) its focuses
from food security to overall livelihoods (2) its structures from centralized to decentralized
and market driven and (3) its approaches from top down to participatory. These imposed
tremendous changes in extension organization of developing countries.

9

In Ethiopia, after coming to power in 1991, the current Government of Ethiopia (GoE) has
focused on agriculture in new strategy to ultimately transform subsistence smallholders’ of
rural areas to market oriented smallholders (Gebremedhin et al., 2006). The new strategy
termed as Agricultural Development Led Industrial program (ADLI) is unlike the past efforts
in that it goes beyond increasing agricultural production, which is envisaged to improve land
and labor productivity of small farmers through extensive adoption of new technologies
(Ashworth, 2005). To do so, currently the agricultural extension system of Ethiopia is the
largest in Sub Saharan Africa and the third in the world, after China and India, to enhance the
transformation processes (David et al., 2007; Swanson and Rajalahti, 2010). Having
overviewed inevitability of public extension reforms, I have discussed emerging extension
models and its successes and challenges by countries experiences in the following section.
Lastly, I have linked reform experiences to the Ethiopian context.

2.2.

Emerging New Extension Approaches Since Reforms

In order to overcome a long period entrenched weaknesses of public extension system and
emerging global development and challenges (as discussed in section 4.1), the current
extension reforms have put flexible extension approaches on the table (see World bank, 2006
Module 3). “These newer approaches, which depart from the traditional public service
models, entail institutional innovations and reforms, often pluralistic” (Anderson, 2008). To
classify the new approaches (Anderson, 2008; Birner et al, 2006) have identified three
interlocked characteristics of an extension service as shown in the following Figure 1.

10

Figure 1 The three characteristics of extension service

1.

Governance structures: it is an institutional setup of extension services. It helps to depict roles of the public, the
private (farm households, agribusiness enterprises, other profit-oriented firms), and the third sector (NGOs and
non-profit organizations, farmers’ organizations, civil society organizations) in providing and financing the
extension service decentralization to lower levels of government;

2.

Capacity and management: Financial and human resources (staff numbers, training levels, skills and
experience) as well as physical infrastructure and the vehicles available, relative to the number of farmers to be
reached. management system (top-down or participatory, rule-focused or results-focused) and incentives to
extension personnel, supervision and reporting; results-orientation); and, as well as the procedures in place for
planning, monitoring, and evaluating advisory activities, and for managing financial and human resources;

3.

Advisory methods: Numbers of clientele involved (individual, group-based or mass methods); type of training
and technology transfer (demonstration plots; field days; courses; farmer-to-farmer exchange; involvement of
clients into planning and problem-solving (participatory vs. top-down), specificity of content; type of media
used; adult-education-orientation. Further, user of ICT in the service.

Source: adopted from (Anderson, 2008; Birner et al, 2006)

The current extension reform elements have focused on abovementioned three characteristics
of extension service to find ‘best fit’ extension approaches or models for specific locality,
even to find different approaches within a country (FAO, 2005; Birner et al, 2006; Anderson,
2008). That is by reinforcing different combination of changes or reshufflings in these three
characteristics of extension services. There are also four conditions that should be inspected
to define best-fit model for specific context: the policy environment; the capacity of
extension service providers; the type of farming systems and the market access of farm
households; and the nature of the local communities, including their ability to cooperate
(Birner et al. 2006).

Broadly speaking, all the efforts of extension reform is to shift from supply driven (that
reflect needs of government, scientists, extension worker etc.) to demand driven approach
that focus on end users’ needs (small farmers, women, youth) (Rivera and Alex, 2004). Even
the issue of users demand has been documented before initiation of current extension reforms
in 1990s. During that time the problem was considered as merely limitation of extension
11

service technique and method and hence, “Tools like the Problem Census (Crouch 1991 in
Rivera and Alex, 2004) were developed for identifying what clients wanted”. Moreover, even
after initiation of current reforms in 1990s methodologies like Rapid Appraisal of
Agricultural Knowledge Systems (RAAKS), Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) and
currently, Farmers Field Schools (FFS) have been developed to help improve relevance of
extension services to end users in developing world (Chipeta, 2006).

However, finally the scholars have recognized that only changing techniques and methods of
extension could not solve institutional constrains (Chipeta, 2006; Rivera and Alex, 2004).
Especially, in developing countries as (Chipeta 2006) put it;
“Small scale farmers lack capacity and mechanisms to articulate their demands and, because they are not well
organized, their negotiation power is weak. Furthermore, service providers are not geared to offer the kinds of
services that are useful to small farmers. ... The effectiveness and financial viability of services are simply
obstructed by a lack of enabling policies to ensure access to information and markets”

Thus, newly emerging extension approaches or models less focused on extension method
and/or technique and rather they are highly focusing on changing institutional arrangements
to make extension service providers responsive for end users (Rivera and Alex, 2004). The
new models or approaches are decentralization, privatization, institutional pluralism, cost
recovery, participation in decision making, demand-led research and extension, and most
recently the re-emphasis on linking farmers to markets (Swanson, 2006). All these
approaches or models are not mutually exclusive rather they are conjoint concepts that have
been introduced across the globe to reduce the role of state in public service provision
(Rivera, 2002). For purpose of this paper, in the next section, I have discussed the concept of
demand led extension in line with these current reform models/approaches.
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2.3.

Toward Demand-led Agricultural Extension

As Chipeta (2006) has defined demand is “what people ask for, need and value so much that
they are willing to invest their resources, such as time and money, in order to receive the
services.” According to Chipeta, three underlying principles for demand-led extension service
are (1) Services shall be driven by user demand, (2) service providers shall be accountable to
the users and (3) users shall have a free choice of service providers.

The primary extension model that has been introduced after the mid-1980s to reduce state
role in extension service and/or to respond a high demand of end users is extension
privatization (Klerkx et al, 2006; Chipeta, 2006). However, the pure privatization of
extension (i.e. full transfer of ownership through sale or for free) has occurred only in
developed nations like The Netherlands, UK, New Zealand partially in Australia (Rivera,
2002).

Although it is proved that privatization has brought desirable results in those

countries, the case studies conducted in The Netherlands suggest that involvement of state in
extension service is still paramount to counteract different constraints that could not be
solved by private sector (for details see Klerkx et al, 2006; Klerkx and Leeuwis, 2008).

The eleven case studies gathered from the globe by Agricultural and Rural Development
Department of World Bank as International Initiatives to reform extension have addressed
“demand led” issue by “changing the distribution of power and responsibilities among three
key sets of actors: (a) clients, (b) those who deliver the service, and (c) government” (Rivera
and Alex, 2004). Normally demand led extension service materialises when clients
voluntarily fully pay for the service they receive as individual or as collective. In that case, it
is believed that service provider must satisfy clients’ needs to sustain customer relation.
However, in eleven case studies the financier is government (in most case with support of
NGOs), that makes the cases relevant to the Ethiopian context. The following Figure 2
summarizes eight cases out of eleven cases, which are relevant to Ethiopia. The three cases
from west and east Africa have applied the concept of farmers’ empowerment4 as mechanism
of creating demand led extension. The other five cases have used “participatory approaches”
to initiate demand led extension.
4

Farmers empowerment defined as “when farmers assume the authority, resources and capabilities to hold accountable and influence the
content of public and private agricultural services, such as extension, research, training, information, investment and marketing”
WB/IFAD/FAO backstopping team, 2003 cited by Friis-Hansen, 2004)
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Figure 2 Case Studies of demand Led extension projects

The first case in Benin, community development project has been established that participate communities by handing
over the contracts for work to farmers to meet local priorities (Chabeuf et al. 2004). The authors have recognized two
advantages “(a) quick implementation of investments and activities at community level, and (b) the ability of
communities to determine, and change the course of their development”. The communities are empowered by
“control[ling] over the planning process and of lines of accountability based on the power to withhold payment for work
that does not meet requirements”
In Kenya, (Gustafson, 2004) has presented two cases as “two ways of building up the demand side of the relationship
between extension service providers and their clients; both of which involve giving groups of villagers access to funds for
paying for extension or knowledge and technology transfer services.” One case has used Farmer Field Schools (FFS) as
mechanism of “empowerment of farmers through locally developed knowledge”. The project has handed over fund to
participant farmers “ who then pay the facilitators’ expenses and other running costs”. In the second case, “the national
agricultural research institute (KARI) took the initiative to set up an Agricultural Technology and Information Response
Initiative (ATIRI), where community-based organizations put forward proposals for the funding of local technology
transfer projects, in which they will work in partnership with agricultural scientists from KARI regional institutes.”
The other five cases from Asia and Africa has initiated “participatory approaches within public sector extension
programs” as mechanism of creating demand led extension. The underlying principle is that “all five cases is that
increasing client participation in the planning and implementation of extension activities will lead to a stronger sense of
ownership and ensure that clients’ priorities are taken fully into account. However, as Gerd Fleisher et al. has concluded
by comparing “the costs and benefits of introducing participatory processes in two sectors in Egypt ... investing heavily in
participatory training and extension will not automatically prove a cost-effective approach to reform.”
From Zimbabwe, (Chipika and Friis-Hansen, 2004) have compared two districts participatory planning to scrutiny
relation between extension programs and local government. The project has used “Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA)
“to initiate adaptive research trials for agricultural technology generation”. An important step was the exposure of local
and central government staff to a ‘Training for Transformation’ course, the aim of which was to prompt a change of
attitude and organizational culture to be supportive of the idea of farmers’ participation in planning. Local differences in
farmers’ previous experience of working in groups led to a greater ability of farmers and communities in one district to
turn ideas emerging from PRA into viable projects.”
By and large, from eleven cases of demand led projects scholars have posed the following five points as lessons learnt;









Shifting Public extension service to demand driven is not instant, rather it needs “major change in
organizational culture and professional attitudes.... [that] requires training and a change in operational
procedures”
Facilitating to enable clients to full control of financial flow will “lead to responsiveness than exhortation and
training alone”. Further, introduction of cost sharing would enhance more motivation on both demand and
supply sides and hence, services will be attuned to client demand
Changed institutional arrangements to create demand led extension service would “have positive benefits in
terms, for example, of the capacity of farmer organizations to engage in a broader range of development
initiatives”
Cost effectiveness of demand led extension could not be easily calculated and hence, it is impossible to say
“cheap option”
Initiating demand led institutional arrangement “that give a voice to resource-poor and less well-educated
farmers, is a major challenge.”

Source: adopted from (Rivera and Alex, 2004)
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Scholars have argued that each approach has its own advantages and disadvantages (see
Rivera, 2008b) in changing characteristics of extension service to intended directions. On the
whole, studies show that most current reforms combine different approaches/models that
change the three characteristic of extension services (see Figure 1): governance structures,
management system and/or extension methods differently in different countries (Birner et al,
2006; Anderson, 2008). But, the “existing studies do not make it possible to identify which of
those reform elements is effective under which circumstances” (Anderson, 2008).

According to Anderson, the only strong point of current reform is that enhancing flexible
pluralism in extension system could enable a country to find ‘best fit choice’ in a given
context, since a weakness of one actor could be strengthened with another actor(s) as well as
diverse interests of different end users could be answered (Qamar, 2005). However,
Anderson warns in a given country that flexibility in pluralism may blur the number of agents
needed, training needs, and other resources needs unless good governance and accountability
are favoured ever before.

In spite of the fact, some reform element has been given more attention than others in the
international extension debate (Anderson, 2008). For instance, decentralization of public
extension has been central element of reform in many countries like India, China, Chile,
Colombia, Uganda, Philippines, Indonesia, United Republic of Tanzania and Ghana (FAO,
2005; Swanson, 2006; Sulaiman and Hall, 2006).

In fact, decentralization has two dimensions. First, it is political will that any nation should
apply to designate that a country is on the roadmap of democracy that gives more voice to
citizens. Second, decentralization process predominately began as wider public sector reform
during 1980s and 90s due to failures of centralized approaches to economic management and
service provision in developing world (World Bank, 2006; Mody, 2004). For purpose of this
study, I will discuss extension decentralization in the next section.
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2.4.

Extension Decentralization

In public extension, decentralization process has paramount roles for success of extension
reform: it specifies who is responsible for what; shifting program planning and
implementation at a lower level that enables people participation and staffs to act based on
diversified interests of local people; increases extension workers’ accountability and
responsiveness; improves a political commitment of local government; eases a burden from
central managers; enables to identify who needs further on job training etc. (Swanson and
Samy 2002; Swanson, 2008). This indicates that the ultimate goal of decentralization is also
to improve responsiveness of extension service to clients (small farmer). In the other words,
the other rationale behind priority of decentralization is that if all these intended benefits of
extension decentralization are achieved, other elements of reforms (e.g. like cost recovery,
participation, demand driven, market orientation) would be either easily applied along with
decentralization or functional subsequently without difficulties (Anderson, 2008; Swanson,
2008).
According to some scholars, effective decentralization entails a combination of
administrative, political and financial decentralization (Agrawal and Rebot, 1999; World
Bank, 2006). This means decentralization of public extension has tendency to reform
governance structures, management and capacities and methods if appropriately implemented
(see Figure 1). According to (Swanson, 2006, 2008), decentralization process depends on
three major factors in extension;
“(1) Transferring specific decision-making functions to the district and sub district levels (2)
public participation, reflecting the degree of decision-making authority that is progressively
transferred to rural people (3) local government involvement in extension activities,
including the possible outsourcing of specific extension activities to NGOs, Farmer Based
Organizations (FBO) and private firms, such as organizing producer groups”

However, experience shows that decentralization of public extension is the most difficult task
to be achieved in many countries (Swanson, 2008). The following Figure 3 depicts summary
of experienced challenges in decentralized extension system in developing world.
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Figure 3 Experienced challenges of decentralized public extension worldwide



Local district administrations which are given full freedom to operation extension services do
not heed for national policy and priorities, rather local politicians interfere extension as
“decision-makers and legislators, who cannot appreciate the importance of extension in rural
and agricultural development. This has resulted in the diversion of extension budget to other
activities, assigning of extension staff to non-extension tasks, use of its few beaten-down
equipment and vehicles for personal purposes, and hiring of non-agriculture graduates for
agricultural extension positions.”(FAO, 2005)



Anderson (2008) reported that better off farmers or local elites may use local government to
capture extension benefits for themselves and extension-research linkage is more difficult than
before. Further, Anderson pointed out financial sustainability was not solved rather it
transferred to local government.



As Ghana case in 1997ministry of agriculture tried to decentralize extension ‘to provide more
responsive and effective services’. However, absence of national extension policy and strategies
that clarify overall decentralization process, absence of well integrated extension staffs and less
political commitments had created incomplete decentralization reforms (World Bank, 2006)

This indicates that only changing governance structures (i.e. from centralized to decentralized
organization) does not guarantee successes (Qamar, 2005; Abate, 2007). To overcome the
above decentralization challenges and make use of its advantages, some countries have
attempted to combine extension decentralization with other reform approaches or models
(Anderson, 2008). The best example is India that has established Agricultural Technology
Management Agency (ATMA) model in late 1990s (Anderson, 2008; World Bank, 2006).
The agency has degree of freedom since it is registered as civil society that is delegated and
responsible for extension service delivery and controlled by government boards of
stakeholders, but not government rules (World Bank, 2006). This agency “combines
decentralization with a strong coordination across different line departments, and with the
involvement of farmers’ groups, private-sector representatives and NGOs in decision making
on extension” (Anderson, 2006). Although ATMA is funded by public sector, its success has
been witnessed by many scholars (World Bank, 2006; Anderson, 2008; Swanson, 2008). That
is because; it is market oriented and pluralistic in service delivery (Anderson, 2008). The
success of china public extension reform also decentralization plus combination of other
models especially pluralistic and market orientation models (Swanson, 2009).
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The first exemplary public extension reform in Africa, National Agricultural Advisory
Services (NAADS) of Uganda has also combined decentralization reform with farmer’s
organization and strong market orientation (Anderson, 2008). However, unlike ATMA that
public extension delivers services, NAADS contracts out service delivery to private sector or
NGOs (ibid). The underlying principle in Uganda is that if decentralization combined with
market orientation; gradually applying cost recovery is possible since it ensures financial
sustainability and services become demand driven. In fact, that may marginalize poor groups
of small farmers, but could be solved through “Farmers’ organizations that follow internal
principles of democracy” at grassroots (Anderson, 2008). However, current study (Joughina
and Kjær, 2010) indicate that the success of NAADS has been seriously jeopardized by
government interference as political vote become competitive in the country. This has created
two political dynamics on current government; on one hand, as long term goal, “to implement
policies that have tangible benefit to citizens country-wide” as NAADS has been designed
before. On the other hand, to “provide material resources in exchange for political loyalty” to
sustain its power by overlooking the former goal ( Joughina and Kjær, 2010).

In the Ethiopian context, extension has been fully decentralized at the District level since
2005 in the name of ‘good governance’ (Mogues et al, 2009). Although some studies show
participation of NGOs in extension service provision in pocket areas at the district level, the
public sector is the only actor until today (Davis et al, 2010). Issue of market orientation is
the priority on the policy paper, but not fully implemented in practice (Gebremedhin et al,
2006), rather the government attention is food-security-oriented (Davis et al, 2010).
Investment in training is very high that extension coverage is almost approaching one
extension agent for less than 500 farmers at field level (ibid). However, the great concern is
Ethiopia has not followed the roadmap of pluralism that may disable the country to find small
farmers driven extension model (Anderson, 2008) as well as it could be wastage of money if
the existing extension system could not create enable environment that makes use of these
large number of trained extension agents.

Further, currently an in-depth study of Ethiopian public extension has already uncovered
overall strength and weakness of extension services (see, Davis et al, 2009, 2010; Mogues et
al, 2009), but unable to disentangle “the supervision, management, and accountability
practices of DA [extension agents] at the FTC level”. However, an operational level activity
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is the vantage point to view how extension decentralization has improved power of decision
making and accountability relation of different actors. In the next section, I have demystified
decentralization reform concept and adopted elements of analysis of extension
decentralization reform.

2.5.

How to analyze decentralization reform of extension?

For purpose of this study, decentralization as extension reform is main focus of analysis
because of two reasons. First, Ethiopia public extension system reform has utterly focused on
decentralization than any other elements of extension reform. Second, the central aim of
extension decentralization is to embed accountability (downward as well as necessarily
upward) within extension system to enhance effective and efficient extension services
delivery (Anderson, 2008; Swanson and Samy, 2002). Comparable to this, absence of
accountability was (is) one of main challenges in Ethiopian extension system or other
development sectors (Davis et al, 2010; Negash, 2007). For instance, concerning Ethiopia
extension decentralization (Kassa, 2008) has commented “successful decentralization
requires competence and leadership quality at District level (calling for assigning extension
leaders according to their technical merit but not based on their political affiliation)”. Further,
in depth reviewer of Ethiopia extension (Abate, 2007) also has stated “It’s not possible to
decentralize power by simply transferring human power from Zone to District level”. All
these statements reveal flaws in extension decentralization processes.
Many authors who have studied decentralization consider combination of power transfer in
three elements or domains (such as political, administrative and fiscal) as success of
decentralization (Mody, 2004’ Agrawal and Ribot, 1999). However, according to Agrawal
and Ribot, these three elements have no value for analytical purposes of decentralization;
reasonably they are tools of statecraft. Instead, they introduced new framework that entails
three elements such as Actors, powers, and accountability as indispensable analytical lens to
assess decentralization reform. These new elements have potential to unravel whether there is
decentralization endeavours or not and/or ‘design flaws or political obfuscation’ in a given
sector on which decentralization is assumed (Agrawal and Ribot, 1999). It is argued that with
these new elements it is possible to disentangle change in “the powers of various actors, the
domains in which they exercise their powers, and to whom and how they are accountable” in
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a given decentralization processes (ibid). The implication of each term is conceptualized as
follow:
2.5.1. Actors in Decentralization

A decentralisation actor is any individual, group or organization that participates in
decentralization processes of public extension at different arenas. In this case study, District
councils and executives as politicians and/or policy makers, extension SMS and supervisors
as extension team, sub district councils and executives, extension agents, farmers and
development committee are the main actors. As (Agrawal and Ribot, 1999) have put it;
Each of these actors is typically located in particular relations of accountability and has certain types of
powers. These relations depend on the historical, social, and political constitution of the powers of each actor,
which may be based on ideology, wealth, heredity, election, appointment or other means. Actors may also be
differentiated from each other by their beliefs and objectives, internal structure of their organization,
membership, funding sources and the laws to which they are subject.

So long as, decentralization is about transfer of authorities (e.g. decision making in planning,
financing, implementation, evaluation etc.) from central actors to local actors, it would
change incumbent power of each actor as well as situate each actor on new social actions
(Mody, 2004; Agrawal and Ribot, 1999). In practice, this is critical point where
“decentralization depends to a significant degree upon who gets to exercise power and the
accountability relations to which they are subject” (Agrawal and Ribot, 1999). In the case of
extension decentralization experience, this is where central authorities are reluctant to transfer
power of enacting to the local actors or where downward accountability is denied (Swanson,
2008).
2.5.2. Power in Decentralization:

In order to comprehend decentralization reform, (Agrawal and Ribot, 1999) have identified
four important powers that reinforce decision making of actors. They have defined as follow;
(a) The power to create rules or modify old ones, (b) the power to make decisions about how a particular
resource or opportunity is to be used, (c) the power to implement and ensure compliance to the new or altered
rules, and (d) the power to adjudicate disputes that arise in the effort to create rules and ensure compliance.
They have further explained that these four types of powers correspond to three more familiar categories:
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legislative (creation of rules), executive (making, implementing, and enforcing of decisions), and judicial
(adjudication of disputes)

In the case of extension decentralization, many authors have discussed these powers directly
or indirectly to argue who should do what in a decentralized extension system.
(a) The power to create rules or modify old one: availability of ‘legal framework and structure’

that portray level of decentralization and how one level of decentralization is linked or
related with other levels is one of prerequisites or elements of success for extension
decentralization (Swanson and Samy, 2002). Further, it is argued that establishment of
“enabling legislation and/or regulatory laws that (a) describes the role and tasks of
extension at various levels, (b) limits to the authority and responsibilities, and (c)
specifies coordination mechanisms among the different levels are all essential to the
success of decentralized decision-making in extension” (Swanson and Rajalahti, 2010). In
extension decentralization, this is very critical power that is expected to be exercised by
central or regional actors to create window of opportunities for frontline actors to easily
operationalize decentralization at local level (Rivera, 2008b). In the Ethiopia case, this
power is exercised by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MoARD).
(b) The Power of decision making function: this power depends on aforesaid power because

power of decision making enacted in accordance with to what extent the extension
legislation or guidelines (see power (a)) enlarge degree of authority for actor to flexibly
decide what to do (Agrawal and Ribot, 1999). According to (Swanson and Samy, 2002;
Swanson and Rajalahti, 2010), in the process of decentralization, three factors should be
involved that reflect the level of decentralization. These are;
1.

Administration: concerns the transfer of specific decision-making functions to the district and subdistrict levels, starting with simple managerial functions, such as program planning and
implementation; then setting priorities and allocating funds; and ending with other administrative
functions, including program assessment and securing co-financing from local governments and, where
possible, fee-for-service financing, especially from commercial farmers.

2.

Public participation: which reflects the degree of decision-making authority that is progressively
transferred to rural people, starting with advisory capacity in program planning and implementation,
and moving toward increased control over specific financial planning and accountability functions

3.

Local government involvement in extension activities: including providing local program funds
and other operational costs to the district and sub-district public extension system and/or outsourcing
specific extension activities or advisory services to local NGOs, rural producer organizations (RPOs),
and/or private-sector firms.
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Based on decentralization literatures, the term ‘decentralization’ designates four
institutional arrangements: “deconcentration, delegation, devolution, and transfer to
private firms and NGOs” (Swanson and Rajalahti, 2010). As (Swanson and Samy, 2002)
stated ‘these four institutional arrangements reflect’ to what extent a combination of the
above three decentralization factors are being realized in decentralization processes. In
the Ethiopian case, it depends on to what extent Regional Bureau of Agricultural and
Rural Development (RBoARD) has devolved power to Office of District Agricultural &
Rural Development (ODARD).
(c) The power to implementation and ensure compliance to the new or altered rules: this is the

power to enforce or execute what already decided would be performed by the assigned
actors accordingly. It is the power to monitor and take action against what went wrong.
For instance, in terms of extension, enabling farmers or local communities to hire and fire
extension service providers. In simple terms, decentralization may allow local actors to
participate in make decisions of extension program planning and implementation, but not
controlling over financial expenditures and accountability functions as discussed in three
decentralization factors. This means still effectiveness of decentralization depends on to
what extent the three decentralization factors are implemented. Further, the most
important thing is that power b and c are complementary, as (Agrawal and Ribot, 1999)
have stated “devolution of powers to make decisions and rules without the devolution of
powers to enforce them can be meaningless..... Further, all these executive powers require
fiscal and administrative resources”.
(d) The power to adjudicate disputes: In the process of introducing new rules and new ways of

doing things and enforcing that rules there should be conflicts interests among social
actors (Leeuwis, 2004). Especially, in decentralization there must be power
redistributions that create anxiety and conflict among functionaries who need to retain
current status qua (Mody, 2004). That needs power to adjudicate prevailing conflicts and
failures to abide by decentralization principles. Agrawal and Ribot (1999) have suggested
two aspects of adjudication: accessibility and independency. Accessible in extension
decentralization to mean, local communities and/or frontline extension workers who are
impacted by decentralized power effects should have accessible channel through which
they could appeal their grievance. And that channel should be independent from interests
of sector of executives. Especially, extension service clients should be able to give views
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on how the services are delivered, irrespective of who give the service (public or private
or others).

2.5.3. Accountability in Decentralization:
It is common that principal-agent theory (agency theory) analyses relationships of
accountability between principals and agents. The origin of the concept goes back to 1776
when Adam Smith observed conflicting interest between “masters” and “workmen” in
economic institution. In his book entitled, The Wealth of Nations (1776) (Chapter VII, Book
I in Smith (1776): P.66) he stated;
“What are the common wages of labour depends everywhere upon the contract usually made between those two
parties, whose interests are not the same. The workmen desire to get as much, the masters to give as little as
possible."

In current world, “master” is called principals who hold the other actor(s) accountable and
“workmen” is the other actor(s) the so called Agents who are held accountable to the
principals (Laffont and Martimort, 2001). Today, the accountability concept is used in
different disciplines (economics, politics and sociology) and in practice (public
administration, management) WDR (2004). Although there is difference in the usage and
boundary of definition of accountability in different disciplines, principal-agent theory
analyses conflicting interest and tensions between two parties (principal and agents) in
delegation of authority (agency) in economics institutions, in politics institutions or other
institutions (Negash, 2007; Klerkx and Leeuwis, 2008). For purpose of this paper, I will use
the definition of accountability which is stated in World Development Report 2004 (here
after WDR, 2004), which extended the concept of principal-agent theory to analyse
effectiveness of public service delivery. The (WDR, 2004) defined accountability as “a set of
relationships between service delivery actors [principals & agents] in five features” (figure 3
below for five features).
According to this definition, accountability relationship could be “as simple as buying a
sandwich or taking a job—and as complex as running a municipal democracy”. Example for
simple case; “In buying a sandwich you ask for it (delegation) and pay for it (finance). The
sandwich is made for you (performance). You eat the sandwich (which generates relevant
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information about its quality). And you then choose to buy or not buy a sandwich another day
(enforceability), affecting the profits of the seller” (WDR, 2004). The example simply
indicates economic concept of principal-agent relationships; for agricultural extension case it
shows relationships between client farmers (principals) and private extension providers
(agents) when client farmers have sufficient knowledge and capacity to prefer quality service
and exit, if needed. This is called “short route relationship of accountability” when market
transaction is sufficient to monitor accountability relation between principals and agents the
so called client power (see figure 5). However, even in this case the accountability challenge
is evident since principals often do not have sufficient information or knowledge to make best
choice.

Figure 4 the Five Features

of the Relationship of Accountability

Perform

Enforce

Finance

Delegate

Inform

Principal Actors

Accountable actors (agents)
Source: Adopted from (Asian Development Bank, 2005)

For the case of public extension service, especially for poor farmers (principals), if one
extension worker (agent) is employed by public sector or government (principal) “a typical
employment relationship an employee [extension worker] is given a set of tasks (delegation)
and paid a wage (finance). The employee [extension worker] works (performance). The
contribution of the employee is assessed (information). And based on that information, the
employer [government] acts to reinforce good or discourage bad performance
(enforceability)” (WDR, 2004).

In this case, things are very complex, small farmers (as principals) are not doing or following
all five features of accountability by themselves. Rather farmers/citizens delegate public
sector (policy makers and politicians) through voice. They finance their preference through
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public resources that is mobilized from them as taxes. The policy makers/politicians design
extension policy and program in accordance with clients/small farmers’ demands, and finance
and delegate responsibility for service providers (bureaucrats) for implementation, the so
called compact. Finally, service provider deliver extension services to small farmers
according to rules and regulation of extension policy and programs by using front line
extension agents, the so called management. Here, this indicates at the same time public
sector/government is agent in relation to farmers and principal in relation to extension
workers.

This point out that reductionist nature of principal-agent relationships is only for analytical
purpose, “in reality there are many layers or webs of principals and agents, and an individual
may sometimes act as a principal and at other times as an agent” (Klerkx and Leeuwis, 2008).
This is to say that in the case of public extension sector the way of service delivery is too
complex and long ways, which is called long route of accountability: it needs three groups of
actors such as extension clients/citizens, state (politicians and policy makers) and extension
service providers interaction through four accountability relationships (voice, compact, client
power and management) while five features of accountability relationship are existing
between each actor (ADB, 2005; World Bank, 2010).

In reality, there are many actors in each three categories which is impossible to generalize as
one entity (e.g. citizens by no means have the same demands and needs; sometimes boundary
between policy makers and service providers cannot be detected (e.g. policy makers could be
act as provider); sometimes one or more accountability relations could be missing (see WDR,
2004). The challenges of accountability would be discussed in next section. Here, the
strength of this framework is that it can identify “(I) which relationship of accountability was
the weak link; and (II) within the relationship of accountability, which was the missing
feature (delegation, finance, performance, information, or enforceability)” (ADB, 2004). The
detail of concepts that I have used in this accountability framework could be referred from
Appendix-A.
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Figure 5 Powers and accountability relationships of actors (Appendix-A for detail)

Source: (World Development report, 2004)
2.5.4. Accountability challenges in decentralized public extension
Some writers argue that to guarantee the application of accountability in public sector the
four relationships (voice, compact, management and client power) and all five features
(delegation, finance, performance, information and enforceability) must work in synergy
(WDR, 2004, World Bank, 2010; ADB, 2005). However, in practice all these accountability
relationships and features are either missing or weak in public extension services. There are
many reasons for accountability failures:

In public extension, the challenges of accountability relation emerge from nature of extension
services. The current function of extension is not limited to predesigned input delivery; rather
it focuses on networking, social learning and negotiation that lead to voluntary behavioural
change of farmers on their daily life decision making (Leeuwis, 2004). In this kind of
extension function, as (Anderson and Feder, 2007) have stated “effectiveness of [extension
personnel] activities cannot be easily established, [and hence,] their performance is measured
in terms of input indicators that are easy to provide and confirm”. In this case, bureaucrats
cannot easily delegate responsibilities of extension functions to frontline extension agents,
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but strong relationship cannot be forged without delegation (ADB, 2005). Without clear
delegation the higher level managers seldom get information of extension worker
performance and it is impossible to enforce extension workers. When it comes to downward
accountability in public extension service, “the accountability to the clientele (i.e., to the
farmers) is only nominal, as typically there is neither a mechanism, nor incentives, to actually
induce accountability to farmers” (Anderson and Feder, 2007). In public extension, even if
farmers have information about performance of extension agents, farmers hardly finance
extension services and they cannot directly punish extension agents. Normatively, farmers
could voice to politicians or policy makers, but this is still very complex way of
accountability relation. First of all, decentralization system should enhance citizen
participation and the citizens become empowered to demand the services from the local
government (Agrawal and Ribot, 1999). Even (Lankinda, 2008) has argued that election may
not be linked with public services and rather local people elect their representative based on
ethic affiliation. Based on developed framework, I will answer the following research
questions.
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2.6. Research Questions

In relation to the conceptual framework and research objective, I will answer the following
two broad questions and each broad question entails specific questions:
(1) How are devolved powers due to decentralization reform applied on extension service
in Ethiopia? Specific questions are;


How is extension service embedded in decentralized governance structure
from the District up to Sub-district level?



Who are the main actors in extension service?



Where are the sources of powers for these actors?



Which actor has decision making powers on what extension service
responsibilities?



and what is missing and/or went wrong in terms of devolution of powers
among actors?

(2) How are accountability relationships of each actor organized within the governance
structures of extension system? Specific questions are;


Who is envisioned accountable to whom?



How has accountability relations been exercised?
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

I this chapter I will present the methodological path I followed to design the case study, select
the cases, collect and present data and answer the research questions.

3.1. Research Design
In this research I used a case study approach. The main aim of this research is to explore how
the Ethiopian decentralization reform in extension system has devolved powers of decision
making among lower lever actors and thereby, how it improved accountability relations
among these actors. These are very wide and complex concepts that are intertwined with
overall institutional arrangements of political, administrative and fiscal domains of
decentralization process.
A case study is a more appropriate method for this kind of complex context since it enables a
researcher to explore “complex social phenomena” and it is best fitted for “how’ and ‘why’
questions (Yin, 2009). Moreover, a case study is relevant when a research needs no control
the behaviour of researched (respondents) and when the focus of research is on in progress
events (ibid). Thus, it is relevant in that extension reform is an on-going phenomenon in a
wider nation. In the next section, I will elucidate how I selected the cases.

3.2.

Case Selection

For this research I have selected extension system of two Districts, Bule Hora and Adola
Woyu. Bule Hora Districts is known as one of the most fertile areas for agricultural
innovation. Because, in Bule Hora farmers grow different crops such as coffee, maize,
“xaafii”, wheat, barley, haricot beans, false banana and “khat” for consumption and
marketing. Further, weathered road crosses the Bule Hora that makes the Districts more
accessible to improvement in agricultural extension. Adola Woyu Districts is a less fertile
area for agricultural innovation and farmers have no access to market due to unweathered
roads. Further, farmers often face food insecurity.
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The selection of extension system of the two Districts as case studies is strategic. It is
strategic because, I literally know that the same decentralization reform in extension has been
applied in both Districts. Further, it is theoretically and empirically known that extension
reform improves an area with a better potential for agriculture and has access to market and
information than the inverse. I also learnt from relevant literature that what an effective
decentralization reform would improve in extension system.
Therefore, noticing that both Districts are under the same decentralization reforms in
extension, I strategically selected Bule Hora Districts as a fertile area for agricultural
innovation and Adola Woyu as less fertile. The underlying assumption is that, if
decentralization reform could not improve extension system in Adola Woyu due to its less
potential for agriculture and inaccessibility of the Districts because of poor infrastructure, it
will improve extension system in Bule Hora because of its potential in agricultural innovation
and access to market and information. That has helped me not to be biased to one side
because of the differences in the two locations. In contrast to random selection, when a case
study is screened and selected based on “particular requirements”, it is known as, ‘strategic’
selection that enhances a researcher for external validity (de Vaus, 2001).
3.3.

Unit of Analysis

My case is decentralization reform in extension. However, decentralization is an abstract
concept. I collected data from involved actors in decentralization process or those who are
supposed to implement decentralization and affected by decentralization. Therefore, actors
are embedded units of analysis in decentralization process (Yin, 2009).
3.4.

Data Collection methods and processes

I have collected data through different methods. My initial plan was to collect data mainly by
using semi-structured interview. However, semi-structured interview did not help me since
my objectives of study gradually changed as I understood problem situation. My initial view
was to assess performance of extension agents in line with improvement in extension
institutional arrangement due to reform.

However, I have understood from the field that

there is no much improvement and further, there are many studies that discussed
improvement issues in detail, which is than what I could within couple of months.
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Thus, I shifted to explore how power and accountability relationships are being improved due
to decentralization. This topic is more sensitive to politics and hence, I preferred to interview
key informants individually, make and make group discussion with those key informants (45
respondents) while recording the sound. The main key informants at District are councils (4),
cabinets (3), and bureaucrats (5). At Sub-district level; extension agents (8), councils (7),
cabinets (8), local elders (4), and development committees (6).
To interview or discuss I could not directly access those respondents. I used get keepers to
access them. The get keepers were my friends at high and/or at university. Otherwise, they do
not believe me, they think that I leak information. Farmers do not feel such tension they are
free to discuss when I visited them at their vicinity. However, any government employee or
elected body are doubtful and they do not want to freely discussion this kind of situation,
especially they don’t want to be recorded. In fact, no one sends them to prison, but they fear
each other. For instance, all bureaucrats fear that district cabinets may hear refuse them to be
promoted or get any other benefits like administrative position. District cabinets are
suspicious because they are politicians and they don’t anybody hears weakness of their
jurisdiction (district). However, thanks to my friends I contact with all respondents and
manage to interview individually and made group discussion at their home during weekend.
I made also had personal field note during interview and I gathered a lot of information from
encounters. Further, I had with some key informants and I was interviewing them online on
Skype and phone. Further, I used very recent literatures as a source of data.

3.5.

Limitations of Study

Scholars like (de Vaus, 2001; Yin, 2009) have claimed that internal validity of case study is
achieved by collecting data from large number of respondents, triangulation of data sources
and/or method,. However, my respondents are not large in number and I could not use
different methods like interview schedule, because I was led by information I gained daily
gained from respondents like grounded theory. This kind of study needs longer time to arrive
at saturation point, where a researcher develop his/her own theory. However, I collected data
only within solely two months and attuned my framework to my data. The strong pint is that I
collected data from different sources that helped me not to one sided.
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In terms of external validity, a researcher may achieve by repeating cases, strategic selection
of case (de Vaus, 2001). I strategically selected two cases. It is because I know from
foreshowed knowledge that two areas are different in agricultural potential and market
access. This means, not to be biased if extension service was failed due to less potential of
areas for agriculture or absence of market and information access. However, this case has
weakness in that I conducted both cases only in region (Oromia) and some researchers have
indicated that there is regional differences (Magues et al, Davis et al, 2010, 2009). I don’t
infallibly claim this case represents even oromia Region, but it is trigger for further studies on
power and accountability relationships of actors in decentralization reform of extension
and/or other services.
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4. RESULTS

4.1.

Mapping Actors and Their Powers in Decentralized Extension System

In this chapter will present rationality behind extension decentralization, current governance
structures, main actors, their powers and how power has been exercised. Finally, I will
identify why devolved power due to decentralization has not improved extension institutional
setting.
4.1.1. Motivation for Agricultural Extension Decentralization to District Level
In Ethiopia, the decentralization process has been initiated as result of new constitution of
1995 as mechanism of “empowering citizens and devolving powers to local levels” ultimately
to pave ways for effective and efficient public services delivery (World Bank, 2008).
Decentralization was undertaken in two phases. In the first phase in 1995, government did
perform two main tasks; (1) creation of four tier of governances from top to bottom (national,
regions, zones and districts) and (2) public functions and employees were deconcentrated
from national (central) to regional level governments.

After almost a decade, the government and other development partners recognized that the
first phase of decentralization could not improve efficiency of public service delivery,
community empowerment and accountability due to incomplete decentralization. Thus, it was
the second phase (in 2002/3) that the government has taken initiative to deepen
decentralization by devolving powers of three domains (political, administrative and fiscal) to
lower level government (i.e. District government ) (Hadingham, 2003; World Bank, 2008).
Since then, “The Districts are considered [as] the key local government units in each region,
with significant responsibility for providing basic services” (World Bank, 2008).

It is due to this gradual process that agricultural extension system has been decentralized to
District government beneath Agricultural and Rural Development (ARD) Office in 2002/3
(see figure 3). Since then, District government has had discretionary powers to plan,
implement and evaluate extension service at its jurisdiction (at each sub-district under that
District). However, decentralization is not unique reform that exclusively happens only on
extension system in Ethiopia; rather decentralization has been a catchword of political
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governance of government of Ethiopia since 1995. For that reason, it has become impractical
for me to map extension decentralization as an isolated entity. Thus, in the next section, I will
map governance structures of District and sub-district to show where the main actors who
have powers in decentralized extension system are positioned.
4.1.2. Governance Structures of District and Sub-district: main Actors in decentralized
extension service
In Ethiopia, in order to facilitate channel of coordination, the governance structures of
District is almost the same with higher governance structures such as regions and Zones.
Especially, “tripartite structures- an elected head of [political] administration, councils with
an executive committee [cabinets] and a sector bureau [Bureaucrats]” (Yilmaz and
Venugopal, 2008) are found at all governance arenas (region, zone, and District). Even, a
sub-district has sub-district administrator and councils with executive committees (cabinets),
but a sub-district has no sectoral offices since it has not constitutionally been included in the
budgetary unit (ibid). However, sub-district also has front line bureaucrats such as Extension
agents, primary school teachers, health technicians as representative of sectoral offices.
The following figure 3 depicts the decentralized governance structures of District and subdistrict at the study areas and the main actors who take part in extension service operation. As
it is clear from the figure that in political domain of District governance structures: councils,
cabinets (executive committee), District administrator and deputy administrator are the main

actors who are the highest decision makers in political and fiscal domains of extension
service operation. In District administrative domain; head of ARD offices, SMSs (subject matter
specialists) and extension supervisors are the main actors who are responsible for extension

service production.
Likewise, in political domain of the sub-district level: councils, cabinets, and administrator
(Sub-district leader) are main actors who are responsible for extension planning and

implementation at the sub-district level. In sub-district administrative domain; extension
agent, development committee and small farmers are the main actors who collect data for

extension planning and implement the plan based on available resources.
All the above stated actors have sources of powers and purportedly have different powers of
decision making in extension service operation. Knowing sources of power for each actor
would help us to understand which actor has more decision making powers in different
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domain. In the next section, I will discuss in detail how these actors, especially, who engage
in political domains at both district and sub-district levels are appointed and/or elected to
unravel source of powers for each actors.
Main actors involve in extension service in decentralized governance structure of
district and sub-district
Figure 6

Decentralized District administration structures (source: Author)
Fig A: Model of decentralized District administration structures
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4.1.3. How actors get powers?

Normatively it is considered that the actors who are in political domain hold the position
through election and/or nomination, while the actors who are in administrative domain are
recruited by respective sectors based on merit. At the sub-district level, councils, sub-district
administrator and cabinets are elected or nominated to the position.
Since, in principle, power starts from citizens, sub-district councils (which had 100 members,
but since 2008 have been increased to 300 members as sign of good governance) are directly
elected by ordinary citizens per three years. Then the councils select chairperson who is
expected to be sub-district administrator. The sub-district administrator selects competent
candidates for cabinets (executive committees) from 300 elected councillors and demands
members of council for final approval by vote.
This means all cabinets are member of councils. Sub-district Cabinets are mostly sub-district
administrator him/herself, primary school director, Extension Agents (especially extension
team leader), sub-district council’s spokesman/woman, representatives from women’s affairs
and youth association, and others currently around 8 but number vary across a sub-district.
The main reason why extension agents and teachers become members of a cabinet is to
involve educated citizens in political administration.
A group of sub-districts form a district. Thus, each sub-district sends two members of subdistrict council to sub-district as representatives of that sub-district at the District level.
Further, during election at district level there is one elected candidate per sub-district who
represents a sub-district at district level. This means in the District house of people’s
representative (district councils): two-third of councils directly comes from sub-district and
one-third is already elected at a District level. Then these councils appoint a chairperson
obviously from one-third of councils (i.e. who are elected at a District level) and that
chairperson is commonly the District administrator as well. The same as sub-district, district
administrator selects the cabinet (executive committees) who are mostly from one-third of
councils (i.e. who are elected at district level) and requests the councils for approval. The
number of cabinet members had been usually 8 to 10 in the last 6 to 7 years. However, during
data collection of this study in January 2011, the government was increasing the number of
cabinet members to more than 30 as the number of offices increase at the District level. This
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means unlike the last seven years, District cabinets could be nominated out of members of
District councils today.
Regarding SMSs, extension supervisors, and extension agents they are recruited by district
ARD office or by zones ARD office or by Regional ARD Bureau depending on availability
of the professionals. However, head of ODARD is not recruited based on merit, rather it has
been position of District cabinet members who are dominated by District councils. For
instance, at both case studies districts (Bule Hora and Adola Woyu) heads of ARD offices
have many positions (they are member of council, members of cabinet, deputy heads of
District administration).
Sub-district Development committees are appointed by Sub-district cabinets to support
extension planning and implementation in sub-district. The source of power for small farmers
as citizens is a constitutional right to decide on their own livelihoods. In this case, farmers
have to plan, implement and evaluate extension program.
4.1.4. Who has power(s) to purportedly do what functions in decentralized extension
system?

In section (4.1.2.), I have already identified main actors who influence extension service
operation and in section (4.1.3.), pinpointed the sources of powers of each actor. In this
section, I will discuss how decentralized powers supposed to be exercised in an ideal world.
For the purpose of analysis, according to the framework adopted, the identified actors (in
section 4.2) can be categorized to into three: (1) District government which has legislative
(councils) and executive (cabinets) powers on extension service provision, (2) District
bureaucrats (SMS, supervisors, extension agents) who have administrative powers to produce
extension services or convert the District government decisions into practice and (3) small
farmers as citizens who need extension services and if unsatisfied who have power to play
counter power against politicians through democratic election.
As both cases indicate, District councils and cabinets are very important actors for success of
decentralized extension system, because three decentralized power domains (political,
administrative and fiscal) are in the hand of the two actors at District level. Especially, budget
allocation for extension service is approved by the two actors. Moreover, I already mentioned
that cabinets are head of ODARD at the tow selected Districts case study.
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In principle, the District and/or sub-district councils are the highest organs who have
legislative powers to oversee every extension activities at District and sub-district levels
respectively. This means councils have more weight than cabinets. It is because cabinets are
appointed by councils. Further, cabinets must report to councils on what has been done at
monthly meetings at district house of people’s representatives.
However, councils and cabinets are expected to put their decisions into practice through
support of sectoral bureaucrat (SMSs and supervisors) at district level and extension agents
and development committees at sub-district levels. Especially, extension program
implementation needs availability of bureaucrats (technical staff members that means SMSs)
at both district and sub-district levels. For instance, about 7000 subject matter specialists and
4000 supervisors are already employed for only public extension system under Agricultural
and Rural development office throughout the country (Davis et al, 2010). In the case study
Districts, there are about 51 SMSs and supervisors. These large numbers of experts are
expected to support extension agents and farmers in different skills and knowledge at both
District and sub-district levels. Although all SMSs and supervisors live in urban areas of
District, the assumption is that they travel by vehicles to and from District town and subdistrict for work.
At almost each sub-district, three extension agents who have diplomas in specific fields
(animal production, plant production, and natural resource management) are available. They
are expected to serve small farmers in training, facilitation of linkages with others actors and
information sharing with farmers. In the next section, I will extensively explore how the
decentralized powers have been practically exercised at the case study Districts.
4.1.5. How decentralized powers have been exercised at case studies District and Subdistricts?

According to different respondents and my personal observation, at both Bule Hora and
Adola Woyu districts the way powers have been exercised in extension operation is quite
same. This is mostly so because the selected Districts are in the same region and hence, have
been applying the same development strategies since decentralization. To describe the
practice of powers of decision making of each actor(s) in extension service operation, I have
chosen rural development planning process that runs from Sub-district to District as
illustrated in the following figure 7 I have deliberately chosen overall rural development
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planning because there is no isolated extension plan at sub-district and/or district levels and
planning is said to be the only way that all actors participate in development process. Thus, I
have taken rural planning process as a pointer that displays how powers have been exercised
at both sub-district and District levels. The following subsections will demonstrate what has
happened at the case study Districts staring from sub-district to District levels.
4.1.5.1.

How Powers have been exercised at Sub-district Level?

According to sub-district respondents, at both case study Districts, all-embracing
development planning started in 2003 for the first time. As farmers explained during that time
development committee, cabinets, and councils were newly constructed actors and there was
only one extension agent per sub-district. Farmers happily participated in the planning and
articulated their needs one by one. Suffice it to say the planning was extensive and one subdistrict was even divided into different ‘Goxii’ (group of villages) and the data were collected
from each goxii in sub-district. The farmers’ expectation was very high because they were
asked about all the problems they had and hence, they became optimistic to get solutions to
the problems.
The Sub-district councils and cabinets were also very strong in awareness creation among
small farmers. According to Sub-district cabinets and councils, that was the time when they
came on new position and District government needs big changes at one time and ordered
them to collect the problem farmers have in Sub-district. According to extension agents, the
planning was very interesting because there were some NGOs that used to support extension
agents by training how to use PRA techniques and some NGO staff members supported
extension agents in data collection on the field. However, District actors did not participate in
development planning at Sub-district because of lack of vehicles and budget. What District
actors did was only sending checklists to Sub-district actors to enable collection of data
accordingly.
As it is shown on figure 7, after sorting out list of farmers’ problems at Sub-district, the
development committee, Sub-district councils, cabinets and extension agents have been
sending bulk of data to District for rural development planning. As figure 4 shows the
planning process go long way until it is approved by District councils as final annual rural
development plan.
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Despite exciting beginning, as farmers and extension agents explained, the plan simply
created unnecessary expectation in minds of extension agents and farmers. As they
elaborated, leave alone to solve farmers problem in line with their interest, even no one had
tried to respond based on plan from District.
Each Sub-district has its own development plan. To start implementation of the plan there
must be financial resources. However, no has talked about how to finance the plan at Subdistrict level yet. Farmers and extension agents were anticipating that District ARD office
would have supplied necessary inputs and financed the Sub-district plan according to priority
set by farmers during planning process. Practically, District ARD office could not finance
Sub-district at all.
According to extension agents, SMS and real supervisors who are employed at District level
seldom visit Sub-district. These experts who are expected to support extension agents and
farmers in sharing different skills and knowledge could not visit Sub-district. Only District
cabinets frequently visit Sub-district for different meeting with community and/or mainly
with Sub-district cabinets.
The farmers often raise issue of being planned development to the District cabinets. The
cabinets always make an apology for inability to act according to development plan and
promise that next year would be better than present year. Nonetheless, the District ARD
office could not finance the plan and even could not initiate farmers to mobilize finance at
Sub-district.
At the end of a day, farmers recognize that this kind of planning is not bring difference and
hence, slowly refuse to participate after anticipating improvement in three years . That means,
there was farmers’ participation in rural development planning between 2003 to 2006 at Subdistrict level.
Despite development plan was not even partly implemented in the last couple of years,
District ARD office still orders Sub-district actors to perform this kind of extensive planning
as usual. However, farmers never participate unless it is publicised that absentees would be
get fined. One farmer said that it was wastage of our precious time and resources; he does not
want to participate on this kind of ambitious planning again. He said in proverb “if a rich man
wants to deceive a man poor, rich man often tells that poor man will get rich in near future.”
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Even, leave alone farmers participation in planning, Sub-district councils are also not
participating in development plan as well as they are not holding regular meeting to oversight
what is on-going at Sub-district as intended. According to Sub-district cabinets, since number
of Sub-district councils has been increased from 100 to 300 in 2008, to hold council meeting
at Sub-district level, least two-third of members (i.e. 200 members) should be present. But,
practically it becomes impossible to do so because of large number of absentees due to
different reasons.

Therefore, currently, extension agents, Sub-district development

committee and cabinets prepare the plan based on overshadowed knowledge without
collecting data from farmers as well as without Sub-district councils over sighting the
process. Now almost all Sub-district actors almost believe that this kind of planning is not
important any longer, but since it is what ordered from higher authorities (District cabinets),
extension agents and Sub-district cabinets must prepare and send plan to District.
4.1.5.2.

How Powers have been exercised at District Level?

As it is shown on figure 7 at District level, the data sent from each Sub-district should pass
through complex process until it is approved by District councils and sent to higher level
governments. Notice that for instance, only at Adola District the data are collected from 28
Sub-districts, there are at least 500 households in each Sub-district. When problem and
development priorities of all Sub-districts merged together at District level and fit into
available finance and become single development plan of the District, the plan less far
reflects farmers’ interest. Moreover, what makes things very complex is that no one considers
about how to finance plan during prioritizing problem at Sub-district level.
Concerning the powers of decision making of actors at District level, although the figure 4 is
too simplistic, it shows how the power of two-third of councillors who directly come from
Sub-districts to represent the small farmers at District, is limited to plan approval at District
level. This to say two-third of councillors have no power to oversight how budget is allocated
within the District rather than hearing what cabinets report to them on the regular meeting.
The ARD offices at case studies District have 51 bureaucrats (SMS & supervisors,) who have
authority to produce needed rural development services and/or extension services. However,
when I have asked the bureaucrats (SMS and supervisors) why they didn’t try to support
extension agents and farmers on the field; they raise a lot of issues such as no per diem, no
vehicle, no laboratory, no computer etc. On other hand, informally, bureaucrats do not make
any decision rather than supporting what the cabinets (head of office) want.
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Further, Some SMSs claim that long term culture of remaining in office than going to rural
areas and unnecessary interference of cabinets in bureaucratic works are main challenge. As a
result, cabinets are the only actors who decide how the plan should be financed as well as
implemented. Because, the District cabinets are absolutely politicians who have executive
power and they are also bureaucrats who head administrative power of ARD office or almost
all office at District level.
Figure 7 Illustion

of participatory Rural development Planning from Sub-district to District
No Feedback yet

Sub-district level
processes process

small farmers consultation with Extension Agents, Sub-district cabinets,
councils & Sub-district Development committee to identify development
priorities

Sorting out lists of development priorities at Subdistrict level by Sub-district councils and cabinets

Quarterly meeting
of Sub-district
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development
committee

No one talk about funding
at community level

Feedback

The lists of development priorities would be disaggregated into sectors
(respective offices and sections under offices) by planning and budgeting
desk personnel under Financial and Economic development office

Linking the plan with allocated budget for that sector
by heads of office and technical staff members

Combining all offices plans to single woreda plan by planning
and budgeting desk , office heads, & cabinets

Final approval of District plan by District councils

Source: author
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Two-third of Councils never
know how finance is
allocated, but they approve
plan at woreda level

Woreda level processes

Each sector plan preparation by technical staff (SMS) members

4.1.6. Why decentralized Powers of decision making of extension system at District and
Sub-district levels have not worked?

Many authors (Kassa, 2008; Davis et al, 2009, 2010) have already appreciated national
government commitments to improve extension system and further, the legal, development
policy and strategies papers have already reiterated what extension system technically and
institutionally should change to improve livelihoods of smallholders in decentralized
governance. Against this backgrounds, Ministry of Agricultural and Rural Development
(MoARD) at national arena has already formulated national agricultural policy papers that
identify national policy priorities, identify what kind of extension system is needed and set
rules for what to be done by Regional Agricultural and Rural Development Bureau and
District ARD Office (Kassa, 2008). For instance, according to MoARD sector policy and
investment framework of (2010-2020), improving “agricultural research and extension
system” is one of four pillars of Ethiopian Comprehensive Africa Agriculture Development
Program (CAADP) strategy (MoARD, 2010).
Whereas, I acknowledge the national actors commitments to improve extension system, the
central commitments could not be realized at grassroots without proper use of devolved
powers by local governments to provide better extension services. Hence, the purpose of this
section is to unravel why power alterations due to decentralization reform has not improved
extension service or what is wrong with power devolution process.
In order to satisfactorily answer the question of how decentralization reform has shaped
extension services operations, I have already looked into who has power(s) to do what
function in extension system (in section 4.5). This is because decentralization is about change
in power relations and utmost, that power changes normatively expected to create window of
opportunities for lower level actors to efficiently and effectively operationalize the public
services. I will to answer “why decentralized power has not worked” for extension from
interviews of local leaders, extension agents, officials (cabinets and councils) at District and
Sub-district levels and very recent literatures.
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4.1.6.1.

Unbalanced and unseparated power within District government: District
Councils and cabinets

In decentralized extension system, enactment of legal framework that clearly specifies level
of decentralization at each arena, (like who should do what to limit authorities and
coordination mechanism) is paramount. For Ethiopia, as case studies show extension system
has not its own legal framework of decentralization and rather it has been decentralized as
administrative domain to District level beneath ARD office. Therefore, when I discuss the
power relation of actors in decentralized extension system, I am not explaining only about
extension system decentralization but also complex network of political and administrative
decentralizations of District and Sub-district.
As I have mentioned earlier, at higher governance levels, there has been recognized
commitments for extension service improvement. By default, the higher level (national and
regional) governments informally trust that District governments have the same commitments
and act according to national policy priorities and budget allocations (World Bank, 2008).
Thus, all three power domains (political, administrative and fiscal) are devolved only to
District councils and cabinets without formal coordination and evaluation form higher level.
Therefore, the two bodies have strong decision making power on any development program
planning, financing and implementation within that District.

As I mention earlier, councils are legislative figures who are elected by ordinary citizens and
cabinets are executive figures who are appointed by councillors to enforce what the two
bodies approve together on the regular meeting at District level. Normatively, there is
conflicting interest between the two bodies since councils supervise the cabinets and that
conflicting interest is where power balance would be created between the two bodies. As
(Yilmaz et al, 2008) put it “the relationship between and the relative weight of the local
executive and the local council establish how local decisions are made”. According to Yilmaz
et al, while the weight assigned for each body differs based on a country’s constitution, it is
vantage point where quality of local decision making have to be viewed.

According to (Lankina, 2008), when more weight is given to councils it is known as
“parliamentary system” which Ethiopia adopts and in this kind of strong council system the
effective local decision making possibly hampered by debates between the two bodies.
However, in Ethiopia as case studies indicate although the constitution gives more weight for
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councils, the reality has given more weight for executives (cabinets). There are many reasons
for this, as I identified from cases. For instance, as I mentioned before cabinets have three or
more main roles.

Moreover, cabinets are educated people, they earn the highest salary at District level, they
themselves are member of council who are elected by people at District level (then they vote
for themselves in the approval of their proposal or final implementation report). The twothird of councils who come directly from Sub-district to represent ordinary citizens are hardly
educated, have no permanent job and they are very happy if they get per diem during monthly
meeting at District Town.

Further, according to key informants at Sub-district, the incumbent District and Sub-district
cabinets deliberately facilitate selection of loyal and submissive Sub-district councils, who
would be sent to District to represent Sub-district. Increasing number of Sub-district councils
from 100 to 300 is supposed to be improved councils potentials. However, in reality even
holding meeting at Sub-district is hardly possible since two-third of councillors should at
least attend the meeting to make decision and hence, only cabinets are deciding what they
want at Sub-district. More importantly, District and Sub-district cabinets have been
intentionally inspiring all members of councils and cabinets to become member of ruling
party. The impacts it has on development decision making is that if all councillors and
cabinets are members of ruling party, cabinets know that no one challenges their proposition
on monthly meeting. To support these ideas for instance, during key informant interview on
weakness of governance structures of extension service, one old man said as follows;
“My son, I am member of Sub-district council and member of

OPDO [ruling

party]...therefore, I do not need to complain government whatsoever happens...because it is
like complaining myself...please, find partisan in the village you will get soon”

The above statement indicates that the probability that councils oversee the whole
development activity is questionable at case study Districts. The other main issue mentioned
as problem at both Sub-district and District levels is that any individual who raises any
puzzling question or different suggestion on meeting would be immediately deduced as
“opponent of government or anti-development”. The final message is that the main role of
two-third of District councils who represented small farmers is condensed to approving taken
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for granted preference(s) of the District cabinets. Suffice it to say two-third of councillors
have no power to oversight how budget is allocated rather than hearing what cabinet report
to them on the meeting.

4.1.6.2.

Veiled Fiscal decentralization

Many literatures argue that deficiency in financing at District level is evident (Kassa, 2008;
Davis et al, 2009, 2010; World Bank, 2008). In fact, deficiency of funding is apparent since
Ethiopia is one of the poorest countries in the world. However, Ethiopia expenditure on
agricultural sector is more than any developing world (MoARD, 2010) and since 2002/3
second phase of decentralization District has been managing 45 % of regional public
expenditure (World Bank, 2008).
As I discussed with extension SMS, supervisors and extension agents, financial issue is not
the sole problem that has disabled initiation of the entire extension plan implementation. But,
District cabinets described that District receives block grant budget annually and this budget
is not even enough for salary of District employees. According to bureaucrats, undeniably
some budgets have been allowed and lack of finance is not reason why extension plan
operation has not been tried yet. Rather the small finance is being allocated for each sector
has been used informally for cabinets per diem and transportation costs since they are
peripatetic employees who move here end there for frequent meeting. If there is something
left from per diem and transportation, bureaucrats are being ordered to purchase logistics for
office and to give training for some staffs like extension agents at end of annual budget. But
that is to finish budget, not to serve the community.
Some studies argue that District has far less autonomy to make financial decision based on
community preference (Adal, 2005 and World Bank, 2005 cited by World Bank, 2008).
However, according to councils and cabinets, higher officials have not yet examined what
District councils approved in terms of budget. I asked cabinets why they order preparation of
ambitious development planning at both Sub-district and District levels without securing
budget. They replied that is order from regional government. I also questioned them why
farmers are not motivated to mobilize their resources and FTCs are not funded through cost
sharing. No one thought that before, but they are envisioning in near future. Inconclusive,
issue of how to finance extension program was not discussed at Sub-district level at all and
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allocation of finance at District is still obscure for all actors except cabinets. However, one of
the main aims of decentralization is to empower small farmers to control financial
expenditure.
4.1.6.3.

Demerit of Cabinets to head ARD Office

Relative to SMS, most cabinets are less educated, inborn of that District and moreover, they
head ARD office without merit. Still the heads of ARD offices at case studies are cabinets.
They are the busiest authority at District level, who are customarily on meeting with (District
cabinet and/ or councils, zone authorities, regional authorities, national authorities). Most of
them were not appointed by merit. Now it seems things are changing as young educated
generations are replacing the older cabinets. However, still heads of offices are hardly
nominated based on merit.
4.1.6.4.

Wavering political position of District cabinets

District cabinets are politically accountable to District administrator (i.e. chairperson of
cabinets as well as councils), zones and regional higher officials. But, they are not
accountable for anyone in financial and administrative domains. There is irregular and very
tough evaluation of each member of cabinet; the evaluation revolves around political
ideology of individual cabinet’s daily life activities, from different meeting speeches he/she
makes, his/her personal relationship with other cabinets and other people etc.
As one cabinet explained, since it is political issue there is no need of tangible evidence to
topple one cabinet from power and/or to shift from one position to another, rather it is like
intelligence work. This indicates that individual cabinet cannot challenge the group of
cabinets on any decision making. Further, no one cabinet could insist to stay on the same
position for longer period of time. This system of shifting cabinet from one position to the
other or from one District to the other has disturbed the cabinets to perform bureaucratic
positions (head of ARD office) they are given without merit.
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5. Accountability relationships of main actors in decentralized extension system

In preceding chapter I have discussed main actors in decentralized extension, how they are
appointed or elected, their main roles and their supposed powers of decision making in
extension program planning and financing. Finally, I have discussed why decentralized
powers could not improve extension service operation. In this chapter, I will focus on how
accountability relationships of each actor are organized and why it is failed to happen as
anticipated. To do so, in section 5.1, I will go into detail how accountability relationships
among different actors supposed to be functioned. In section 5.2, I will illustrate why
accountability relationships have not worked among different in reality.

5.1.

Structures of Accountability Relationships of different actors

The logic behind Ethiopia decentralization reform has been to empower citizen (in this case
small farmers) to articulate their development preferences and hence, influence decision
makings of policy makers/politicians on rural development programs and/or agricultural
extension services. Thus, as shown on figure 8 District councils and cabinets are main local
politicians and/or policy makers who have come closer to ordinary citizens due to
decentralization. These two actors (councils and cabinets) are in political domain that makes
them responsible for providing better extension service options and financial allocation at
local arena. Normatively, small farmers closely watch what the councils and cabinets do to
bring better extension service and then democratic election is expected to be the main
mechanism that small farmers use to voice to politicians performances. As a result, councils
and cabinets (as agents) are expected to be accountable to small farmers (as principals)
through voice relationship as figure 8 depicts. If Small farmers have regular access to voice,
that is anxiety for councils and cabinets to perform better in planning and financing extension
services in line with farmers preferences.
In case studies context, in fact, the District councils and cabinets are legislative and executive
politicians respectively who approve extension program plan and financing and shoulder
responsibility of execution of the plan accordingly. This means, councils and cabinets are not
extension service producers rather they delegate and finance bureaucrats (extension SMS and
supervisors) for operation of extension services at local level as per plan.
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Here, it is politicians who delegate and finance bureaucrats to operationalize extension plan.
Hence, as it is shown figure 8, bureaucrats (as agents) should be accountable to both cabinets
and councils (principals). Especially, since cabinets and bureaucrats do work in the same
office, cabinets are closer to bureaucrats to hold bureaucrats accountable. This accountability
relationship that depends on availability of long term extension plan and sustainable
financing is known as compacts relationships as shown on figure 8. It indicates that cabinets
and councils have right to seek information about performance of bureaucrats to reward or
punish or restructure extension services based on bureaucrats’ performances.
Yet, bureaucrats (SMS and supervisors) at District level do not directly work with farmers;
rather they delegate frontline extension agents who are employed at Sub-district level to work
with farmers. There are a least three extension agents per Sub-district. Extension agents are
the only human resource hired at Sub-district level to help improve agricultural and natural
resource challenges. According to plan, one extension agent trains 120 farmers per year at
Farmers Training Centre (FTC). It is bureaucrats who recruit, pay salary, and have authority
to incentivize (reward for good performance and punishing for less performance) the agents.
Hence, as shown on figure 8, extension agents (as agent) should be accountable to District
bureaucrats (principals). This kind of accountability relationship is known as management
relationships as figure 8 shows. Then what is important is extension agents need to get
flawless guidelines, necessary inputs and technical supports from District bureaucrats to
perform their responsibilities at FTC/Sub-district level.

Lastly and importantly, extension agents (as agent) have to be accountable to farmers (as
principals). It is normal that farmers are at best position to gain information whether the
extension agents perform well or not. Utterly, making extension agent accountable to farmers
is the essence of decentralization reform. As shows on figure 8, this accountability
relationship is known as client power relationship when a principal could directly hold an
agent accountable.
Theoretically, it is assumed that these four accountability relationships (voices, compacts,
management, and client powers) are separate entity. However, in practice, it is interconnected
processes that the weakness and/or strength of one accountability relationship will affect the
others accountability relations. That means for example, if small farmers could not hold the
politicians accountable through voice relationship, then politicians have no incentive to work
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actively for better extension plan and financing .Or the politicians may not be curious to
incentivise bureaucrats based on extension outcome and so on. In the next section, I will
discuss why these four accountability relationships (voices, compacts, management, and
client powers) are practically failed to happen in decentralized extension system at case
studies District.
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Figure 8 Figure 8: sketch of Accountability (Principal –Agent) relationships in District and Sub-district
public extension service delivery. In principle, all principals have right to hold the agents accountable
(P=principal, A= Agent)
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5.2.

Why accountability relationships failed to happen in decentralized extension
system?

In this section, I will describe why the four accountability relationships have not been
effective as expected.
5.2.1. Voice Relationship: accountability of District councils and cabinets to small
farmers

In principle, in democratic country, ordinary citizens are powerful actors who elect whom
they want. Hence, election is main mechanism of holding politicians accountable to the
citizens. However, it depends how citizens perceive that elected politicians will have impacts
on citizens’ livelihoods. From small farmers’ group discussion, I have found that extension
service delivery is seldom linked with political election. At this juncture, history of public
service delivery of Ethiopia is very important. Historically, small farmers explained that they
did not recall when they got better public extension services or other public services (like
school, health etc.) from past regime than current regime. For farmers the current situation is
huge change in terms of education and health. This indicates that to make local politicians
accountable, farmers should know what is expected from politicians. However, small farmers
hardly recognize obligation of politicians to serve them. In terms of extension, small farmers
must participate in extension program planning, financing and implementation to have
sufficient information about what is expected from District councillors and cabinets and other
actors in new extension functions.
Logically, if the farmers had benefited from extension program before, they would have been
made every effort to gain that benefit. However, both case studies indicate that there is no
space that has enhanced small farmers to know what farmers expect from politicians yet.
Even, very few farmers know that public sector has obligation to serve the citizen. In reality,
case studies show that small farmers’ participation in extension program planning is limited
to consultation to identify their problems (see section 4.5.1). The farmers are simply asked
their needs; the questions are mostly about amounts of inputs (inorganic fertilizer,
agrochemicals and new varieties) individual household need for annual. As farmers expressed
they seldom receive the inputs as they wanted (in terms of quality, quantity, timeliness).
Thus, Very few farmers have willingness to answer this kind of questionnaire today. Rather,
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farmers of Bule Hora explained that they purchase inputs from urban shops (inputs like seeds
of carrot, onion and tomato and even sometimes new varies of cereals like maize are
purchased at shops).

In both case studies, there is no time when small farmers received

budget from District for extension services and even no one communicated about budget with
farmers on how to finance extension services. Small farmers never attach all these weakness
with councillors and cabinets, they complain “worra qonnaa” this means “ARD office
personnel”. Notice that farmers never know how the heads of ARD office are cabinets who
decide everything.
Small farmers know that councillors and cabinets are government bodies. Even farmers
praise them for many things. Because, ever before in Ethiopian history, the main roles of
councillors and cabinets at local levels are updating farmers about how government strategies
solely focus on development of small farmers. Farmers appreciate how the government is
committed to develop education, health, and FTC with three extension Agents. For instance,
currently councillors and cabinets are preaching to farmers that government is unequivocally
committed to reduce inflation and improve foreign currency exchange by doubling
productivity of smallholders and thereby improving food security.
The District councillors and cabinets deliberately disconnect themselves from service
providers at local; most of the time they say “please, farmers! We deployed extension agents,
teachers and health technicians at your Sub-district...these workers are your servants who
earn salary to serve you, so it is up to you to make use of their skills!”
The main reason why politicians are not accountable to small farmers is that small farmers
could not learn how politicians are entrenched in overall public service delivery processes
and everything thing is at the mercy of cabinet decisions. The obstacles to farmers learning
are still complex. Historically, Ethiopian small farmers did not get public services in their life
better than in current regime and hence, farmers have no reason to blame politicians. This
means small farmers are not empowered to request what they need from local government.
There no media in Ethiopia that broadcast about weakness of councillors and cabinets or any
weakness of public sector to learn from. According to scholars, separation of powers of
legislative and executive actors is overriding tool for political accountability (Besley and
Ghatak, 2007). This is because if the councillors stand for over sighting roles to the side of
citizens and cabinets stand for executing roles as intended, there would have been conflicting
interests between the two bodies. That conflicting interests would have been created debates
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between the two bodies that lead to shared interests on how to deliver better public services.
That is the time when small farmers would be empowered and become active citizens who
demand services. But, there is no separation of these powers as case studies have indicated.
Especially, councils, who are expected to oversight development programs and inform
citizens where there is weakness in public service, are overwhelmed by cabinet informal
powers, Rather both councils and cabinets blame bureaucrats for failures of extension service.
This clearly indicate that although extension service is decentralized to local government,
there is no unfolded mechanism that empower small farmers to hold politicians accountable
on extension service delivery, especially to allocate at least small budget.
Hence, politicians are heedless to help operationalize the new extension system through
financial allocation at Sub-district rather want to send some technology packages if that is
available by chance. Concomitantly,

in next section, I will show you how and why the

politicians (cabinets and councils) failed to hold District extension bureaucrats (SMS and
supervisors).
5.2.2. Compacts relationship: Accountability of District bureaucrats to councilors
and/or cabinets

In compacts accountability relationship, councils and cabinets are expected to delegate and
finance bureaucrats to accomplish new extension plan. Thus, bureaucrats should be
accountable to both cabinets and councils. In preceding section, I have shown how small
farmers are not empowered citizens who seek extension services and hence, politicians are
not downwardly accountable to small farmers. In this section, I will discuss whether the
politicians, who are not accountable to small farmers, might hold the District bureaucrats
accountable to themselves in extension service delivery. As case studies have shown the main
challenges are as follow;

5.2.3. Absence of output oriented extension planning

The first stage of accountability relation emerges when there is clear delegation of
responsibility and financing between two actors (principals and agents). However, what is
designated from case studies is that there no clear output oriented extension plan that
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politicians (councils and cabinets) delegate to bureaucrats and no exclusive financial
allocation for extension service operation.
In terms of delegation of planning, based on expected function of current agricultural
extension in Ethiopia, output and outcome oriented planning is hardly possible. For instance,
function of extension in Ethiopia is expected to identify high value crops (fruits, vegetables,
spices, coffee etc.) and animals and animal products (meat, milk, egg etc.), and other
alternatives (honeybee, silk, hand crafts). Next, organizing farmers based aforesaid
information as producer groups and linking with market channels and other big issue is
natural resource management (Davis et al, 2010). All these extension functions are locally
produced services that need commitments of politicians, SMS, extension supervisors,
extension agents, and empowered farmers.
5.2.4. Conflicting interest between District cabinet and Bureaucrats
As I mentioned already, cabinets are the most authoritative and highly paid politicians at
District level. In administrative unit also, cabinets are bureaucrats that means, they are heads
and deputy heads of ARD office of District. According to bureaucrats, cabinets meddling in
both duties of politicians and bureaucrats are one of main factors for failure of initiation of
new extension plan. Bureaucrats consider the issue as very critical in hampering operation of
extension services and other development programs. Bureaucrats fully recognize that
working in public sector has no much monetary incentives and there is no logistics. One
extension expert has said;
The main problem is conflicting interest between cabinets and bureaucrats. Motivation for
work is fully eroding, because cabinets need everything should be done under their custody
and they act as if they are the only enthusiast of small farmers. But, SMSs and supervisors
hardly consider cabinets as legitimate personnel who should control them. Because, relative
to SMSs and supervisors, most cabinets are less educated, inborn of that District and nonmerit employees who never know about extension and/or rural development issues at all
One cabinet as key informant also confirmed that “almost all cabinets have been assigned as
heads and/or deputy heads of offices without merit”. In fact, one can learn through experience
based on willingness to learn and nature of jobs. However, due to frequent reshuffling or
turnover of cabinets, it has been difficult to cabinets to learn or even to think on what he/she
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is assigned in terms of administrative roles. Because, he argue that cabinets’ political
responsibility is more sensitive and changeable than administrative responsibilities.
Further, at District or at higher levels, cabinets are evaluated based on their political view, not
technical administrative position. The key informant said that Cabinets have been facing two
challenges in trying to hold bureaucrats accountable. First, given there is no clear plan at
District level, most cabinets have no experiences of extension service programs or entire rural
development issues, they often suffer from information asymmetry to control and/or order
bureaucrats (SMS and supervisors). Second, by no means cabinets uncover weakness of
District bureaucrats and/ or extension service since reporting administrative weakness
politically considered as cabinet failures. Hence, cabinets always do not want to report
negative outcomes to District councils as well as higher officials.
One cabinet as key informant relate the problem with financial issue. In fact, deficiency of
funding is apparent since Ethiopia is one of the poorest countries in the world. However,
Ethiopia expenditure on agricultural sector is more than any developing world (MoARD,
2010). Moreover, since 2002/3 second phase of decentralization, District has been managing
45 % of regional public expenditure (World Bank, 2008). District bureaucrats and extension
agents argue that if small farmers had well informed about importance of current extension
function, they would have been mobilized finance that might operationalize FTC. According
to respondents, there are institutional factors that hamper initiation of the extension program
at least in the last five years (2005-10).
5.2.5. Lack of incentive mechanism in public sector
Another challenge is incentive mechanism in public sector. As all respondents have clarified,
in public sector firing an unperformed worker is seldom practical and on hiring, nepotism is
in elevation, many employed staffs are not based on merit. If someone is absent from office,
cutting salary is final punishment. Salary incremental depends on years of experiences, not
performance based. The worst thing is that if promotion and/or opportunities like further
education sent down, mostly loyalty to cabinets is matter and sometimes based on year of
experiences.
As a result of this kind of incentive mechanism, almost all bureaucrats attempt to be loyal to
cabinets than doing their jobs well. Allied with bad incentive mechanism, bureaucrats have
also argued that culture of working with local people on the field is rarely accustomed in
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Ethiopia and that is long-lasting difficulty in public sector. In fact, decentralization put many
public employees closer to small farmers, but could not incentivise employees to work with
farmers.
5.2.6. Unclear Mission of extension system due top down orders
During group discussion with three SMS at Bule Hora District, they raised concern of
mission extension system. There is mission confusion and there have been a lot of orders that
comedown from national and/or regional governments. Unintended orders from above are
disturbing what District cabinets and bureaucrats are supposed to do for improvement of
extension service at local level. When these routine orders sent down, cabinets prefer to visit
Sub-districts to hold meeting with Sub-district councillors, cabinets and extension agents to
give orders than sending SMSs and supervisor to rural areas. Because, accomplishing
assignment of higher officials is politically crucial issue for cabinets and most assignments
are overall issues like how food hygiene is improved, number of ploughed and cultivated
hectares, gender issues, what has been done on natural resource management etc. Therefore,
cabinets always informally request each other for scarce vehicles in the District and hence,
bureaucrats do not have means of transportation to go to field and operationalize extension
plan.
5.2.7. Cumulative effectives of above factors on extension results
According to bureaucrats, it is absence of unblemished demarcation between political and
administrative domains in decentralization process that has given unrestricted power for
cabinets to meddle in everything up until they loss legitimacy from bureaucrats and finally
they have been demanding to make every bureaucrats member of ruling party. Then no one is
going to create resistance to cabinet orders. The cabinets order bureaucrats to write progress
report and seek approval from councils (assuming one-third is already cabinets) and send to
high authority. As bureaucrats have stated, they never write the weakness of extension
operation; because cabinets do not want weakness as well as bureaucrats seldom go field to
collect data and see the weakness. Rather the data are collected by extension agents;
bureaucrats’ role is only sending checklists to extension agents. Extension agents never write
weakness since they would be asked why failures happened. Currently in 2010, there is some
improvements and promises in terms of replacing cabinets with educated generations,
promotions of bureaucrats based on performance, salary increment etc., but no one knows
what the future brings.
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5.3.

Management relationships: Accountability of Extension agents to District
Bureaucrats

Both case studies of Bule Hora and Adola indicate that extension agents are hired and FTC
houses are built in most Sub-districts, but no one has tried to put the plan into practice. I
already discussed in preceding chapter that the big participatory rural development plan that
had been initiated in 2003 is not implemented until today and SMSs and supervisors did
participate in planning. The main actors who have been collecting data from local
communities are development committees and extension agents.

This means, SMSs and supervisors hardly come to local areas and District ARD office could
not fund extension service and even, could not create initiatives at local level to mobilize
resources from farmers. In fact, as extension agent and Sub-district leaders explained, many
FTCs, primary school rooms and rural roads are constructed by communities contributions in
cash and/or in kind. The communities have strong interest to participate in development
activities than before due to increasing livelihoods challenges.

Notice that FTCs are not financed means extension agents are not given assignments. Then
what is the role of extension supervisors and how he/she measures performance of extension
agents? According to extension agents, real SMS and supervisors do not supervise agents;
rather agents are supervising each other. There is one extension agent who supervises agents
of 3 to 4 Sub-districts (about 9 to 12 extension agents). The main performance criteria are
presence of an extension agent at Sub-district. Moreover, performances are based on how an
agent accomplishes assignments of cabinets.

5.4.

Accountability of extension agents to small farmers: client power relationships

Davis et al, (2010) have already indirectly stated that most farmers know nothing what agents
do at Sub-district or FTC. This is because, what so far has been done is recruiting extension
agents and building FTC. No one has given clear assignment for extension agents. Moreover,
there is too little room for extension agents to create their own space and try to apply their
profession and learn even with farmers. For instance, transferring one extension agent from
one Sub-district to Sub-district created unlearning environment.
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When agents start to interact with small farmers they would be changed. According to
officials most agents are native of local areas it is simple to create interactive environment,
but agents will not even available at FTC if they are allowed to adapt one environment. But,
agent says no one encourages them to work with farmers. The relation between farmers and
agents are already distorted due to failure of operationalizing ambitious for couple of years
and by cabinets interferences.

The cabinets always bring checklists down which should be filled by extension agents. Thus,
extension agents often absent from appointment with farmer due to assignments pour down
from cabinets. Further, due to routine meeting at Sub-district, agents would not be available
at FTC.

Besides that, since agents have different specialization, one agent cannot fill the gap of absent
agent. Thus, farmers are considering extension agents as tricky professionals who are there
for asking boring information. Farmers have explained that extension agents are not solving
problem, rather they are problem. Because they always ask them how many hectare small
farmers have, income status, number of livestock (which is for instance taboo at case study
areas), persuading farmers to repay credit that farmers borrowed a decade ago, etc. All these
information is needed by high officials and/or District cabinets.

Thus, current status indicates that farmers hardly have willingness to participate on what
extension agents are supposed to preach. Then, the only thing what extension agents are
doing is to accomplish District cabinets’ assignments in collaboration with Sub-district
cabinets. If there is no assignment from District cabinets, they do not have any task to do with
farmers. This means, currently no need of extension agents to be held accountable to farmers.
Because, farmers expect nothing from them. The responsible bodies that strongly needs
agents are Sub-district and District cabinets to accomplish their assignments that are often
given from higher authorities or what cabinets need at District level.

By and large, there is no accountability relation between farmers and extension agents.
Fairly, extension agents are accountable to Sub-district cabinets in terms of accomplishing
assignments and presence at work. If there is no assignment, agents would create informal
network with Sub-district cabinets and disappear from Sub-district and stay at town of
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District. However, they hide District bureaucrats (supervisors) and cabinets who live in town.
Because, if they get them there they will cut their salary. According to District cabinets and
supervisors, extension agents should not visit urban even during weekend because agents
should adapt rural life and change the farmers’ livelihoods.

Unfortunately, District cabinets and supervisor could not absolutely keep extension agents at
FTC. Because, there is wireless phone at each Sub-district or at most Sub-district cell phone
is working. When assignments are ready to be sent to Sub-district, District cabinets will
inform Sub-district cabinets early. Then, Sub-district cabinets immediately inform extension
agents to appear at Sub-district to accomplish assignment together. That is how extension
agents are living through creating informal network at case study areas.
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6. DISCUSSION

The results of the cases indicate that decentralization reform in extension system could not
pave the way for proper use of devolved power at District and sub-district levels and, hence,
accountability relationships among those actors could not be created as intended. In this
chapter I will compare and contrast the results with relevant literatures to underpin rationality
of finding.

6.1.

Rethinking power relations of actors in decentralized extension system

In Ethiopia, central and regional governments have transferred power for extension service
delivery and financing to district governments. As case studies indicate public extension has
already deconcetrated large number of SMSs and extension supervisors at district level and
extension agents at sub-district levels due to decentralization reform. Many authors also
appreciated that government commitment in training large number of staffs and deploying
them closer to small farmers with a decade (Abate, 2007, Davis et al, 2009, 2010). District
government receives block grant fund from regional and national governments to finance
rural development program under its jurisdiction (World Bank, 2008). Irrespective of the
grant is sufficient or not, Case studies show, districts have been responsible for financing
extension service delivery.
The main reason why government has devolved power to lower government unit (district) is
to make politicians and civil servants closer to small farmers and hence, to empower them to
participate in their living affairs. However, case studies indicate that although districts
governments have been given power to deliver extension services, what has been done so far
at local level is unsatisfactory. I have already discussed why devolved power has not worked
at district such as unbalance and unseparated power among local actors, invisibility of
financial allocation, demerit of politicians to administer professionals (for detailsee section
4.6).
Experiences indicate that devolving power of decision making, implementation and
evaluation of extension program to the lowest possible government unit is essential factor for
success of decentralization reform (Swanson and Samy, 2002). For instance, of contributing
factors for success of extension service in India and china is because of central government
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has devolved responsibilities of managing, financing and delivering extension service to state
and district government units (Sharma et al, 2001 & Nie et al, 2002 cited in Swanson and
Samy, 2002). This indicates that Ethiopia is correct in transferring power to lowest
government unit.
However, cases show Ethiopia extension system is not improved from transferred power
and/or decentralization reform at large. Because Ethiopia extension system could not advance
small farmers demand for extension service, no improvement in management system and no
improvement in financial resource access, which are the main goals of extension
decentralization reform.
In the following sub-sections, I will discuss in detail what this implies for Ethiopia from
global experiences about power issue in extension decentralization process. The main
difference between Ethiopia and other countries such as Indian, Venezuela and china
extension decentralization are as follow;

6.1.1. Availability of clear guideline for extension decentralization

As cases indicate Ethiopia decentralization process is effort of democratic governance and
hence, there is no especial efforts geared toward extension decentralization. Even, there is no
legal framework that indicates what should be done by whom and at what level; overall no
coordinated efforts that purposely work for extension reform. However, according national
strategic plan of (2010-2010), ‘agricultural extension system is [still] a major element of the
agricultural and rural development strategy’ that will be expected to advance small farmers
through capacity development and technology dissemination (MoARD, 2010). This shows
that government recognizes that successful extension system in the country is overriding
instrument to improve livelihoods of small farmers and/or agricultural sector, which is
backbone of national economy.
At district level, what is known is that extension system has been decentralized under district
ARD office, which is administrative domain. The ARD office is the largest sector at district
level that gives service for rural communities. The ARD office reaches rural communities
only through extension system. However, as cases indicate district actors have very limited
contact with higher level governments concerning about extension service operation.
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According to (Swanson and Samy, 2002), availability of legal framework is one of key
elements of success in extension decentralization. For example, in China preparation of clear
guideline by central government has extraordinary underpinned success of extension system
reform (Nie et al, 2002 cited by Swanson and Samy, 2002). In Venezuela the key success of
extension reform was because of the guideline that enhanced coordination of national,
regional and local level governments (Swanson and Samy, 2002). In Trinidad absence of
guideline created confusion and frustration among different government units on design,
implementation and coordination on extension service operation (ibid).
This clearly underpin the viewpoint that (Rivera, 2002) states “the simple transfer of power
for extension delivery to a lower level of government…appear to be partial answer to
institutional reform.” This is because transfer of power does not mean local government
should be responsible for everything, but there should be balance of power among different
actors through strong coordination (Rivera, 2002).
As cases indicate that there are many actors who participate in extension system operation at
district and sub-district arenas. However, absence of legal framework that specifies power of
politicians, service providers (SMSs, extension supervisors, extension agents), and local
communities in extension service operation has enabled district cabinets (executive
politicians) to interfere in everything. For instance, cabinets are heads of administrative
offices (e.g ODARD) that would have been managed by specialized staffs. In other words, if
responsible of cabinets is limited to political decision and monitoring overall extension
operation, that may support extension system advancement since bureaucrats (SMSs and
Extension supervisors) have incentive to produce better extension service. That is what
(Qamar, 2005) has pointed out “unwarranted interference of politicians” is obvious if there is
no guideline that separate responsibilities of each actor in local arena.
The cabinets do not have knowledge and/or time to appreciate extension service since they
are politicians who worry about how to stay on position or how to be re-elected. Example,
cases indicate that cabinets often act as extension agents at sub-district when some order sent
down from higher officials. Noticing that extension is professional work, but cabinets are
politicians and hence, what they preach is only acceptable for farmers who support ruling
party. Moreover, the cabinets reinforce extension agents to become member of ruling party
(even at least one extension agent must be cabinet of sub-district in which he/she works) and
to work as party advertiser. That is how extension profession and politics are conflated and
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created mistrust between farmers and extension agents. All in all, there is no space for
professionalism.
Leeuwis (2004) has identified extension and non-extension activities to “uphold certain
professional standards in communicative intervention.” this kind of problem could be solved
only when there is clear guideline limit power of cabinets not to interfere in professional
tasks. If there is clear guideline, extension agents would have authority to distance
themselves from non-extension tasks that are political sensitive. Abate (2007) has already
argued how the situation is the most horrible in Ethiopia extension system by showing how
extension agents are working non-extension tasks such as ad hoc, sporadic, reactive and
nonprofessional activities.

6.1.2. Active stakeholders’ participation
As cases show there had been small farmers’ participation in rural development planning
program. The plan is very holistic that development committees and extension agents used to
ask the local communities to list down all problems they perceive and prioritize based on
severity. However, local actors have no decision making role in extension service financing
and implementation. As (Swanson and Samy, 2002) put it “impact of decentralization [is] felt
through increased participation of communities in local extension activities.” However, as
cases show participation of community has been eroding due to failure of district government
to respond farmers’ demands and interest.
According to (World Bank, 2006) experience, success of decentralization has strong positive
correlation with ripeness of democracy in a given nation. It is the fact that Ethiopia is one the
countries that had been under oppressive regimes for more than a century and enhance,
citizens are passive until today to critically demand services from government. In current
regime, there has been appreciative beginning toward democracy, but a progress is
contentious.

For instance, the Ethiopian government enacted Charities and Societies Proclamation No.
621/2009 (Civil Society Law hereafter CSO) on January 6, 2009 that restricts any
international NGO to engage in democratic governance. That has reportedly hampered active
participation of NGOs in Ethiopia. As cases indicate there was NGOs participation during
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participatory rural development in 2002/3 that supported local actors. However, currently
actors could see any NGO in the district as before.

As (Rivera, 2002) has argued, decentralization itself is about pluralism that must involve
different stakeholders in extension service delivery and funding. In Ethiopia context,
extension decentralization has not paved the way for active participation of small farmers’
organization as well as other actors like NGOs.

6.2.

Accountability relationship of actors in decentralized extension system

In preceding section, I have discussed how power relation has been exercised in decentralized
extension system. In fact the ultimate goal of extension decentralization is to improve
accountability relation of actors (Anderson, 2008). As (Swanson and Rajalahti, 2010) have
stated “If decentralization is to work, agricultural extension workers must be accountable to
those who benefit from their services and to those agencies that fund these programs.” In line
with this statement, normatively district service provider (ARD office) should be accountable
to both small farmers and higher level regional and/or central ARD bureaus/ministries.
However, as cases show in practice, there are many actors who involve in extension service
operation and make accountability relation very complex.

6.2.1. Accountability of politicians to small farmers: Voice relationships

The results of both cases indicate that farmers never expect that politicians (cabinets and
councils) are accountable for better extension service. Rather small farmers blame ARD
office, but farmers do not know how cabinets are main decision makers in extension planning
and funding. In nutshell, small farmers could not link public service to political election and
hence, politicians for no reason feel anxiety that farmers may not elect them because there is
weak extension service.
In reality, there are a myriad of factors that disable farmers to hold politicians accountable to
their demands in the world (see Lankina, 2008). Some factors are; history of public service
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delivery, absence of media freedom, and inseparability of councils and cabinet powers, nature
of election system (Lankina, 2008; Besley and Ghatak, 2007).
Historically, Ethiopian small farmers did not get public services in their life better than in
current regime and hence, farmers have no reason to blame politicians, this means farmers are
not empowered to demand extension service. Second, there no media in Ethiopia that
broadcast about weakness of councils and cabinets or any weakness of public sector to learn
from.
Although farmers may not have experience to demand better extension service, power
balance between councils and cabinets may make these politicians accountable to small
farmers. According to scholars, separation of powers of legislative and executive actors is
overriding tool for political accountability (Besley and Ghatak, 2007). However, case studies
portray cabinets are the most powerful actors in District who decide everything and need only
nominal approval of councils. Hence, there is no political accountability between the two
politicians.
Cabinets are upwardly accountable to higher officials at zone, and regional levels. Yet, this
works only for political domain, no one evaluate District in terms of administrative and
financial domains. The World Bank (2008) study also indicates the same.

6.2.2. Accountability of service providers to politicians: Compact relationship

The result point out that extension service provider (ARD office with SMSs & Supervisors) is
not separated from politicians. It is clear that although cabinets are executive politicians, they
are also head of ARD office. Thus, it has been challenging for cabinets to separate
themselves from ARD office and evaluate performance of SMSs and supervisors. The
experiences show that the most effective way that makes service provider accountable to
politicians/policy makers is to separate bureaucratic administrative domain from political
domain (WDR, 2004; ADB, 2005).
What is observed from Ethiopia cases is that administrative domain is deconcetrated, not
decentralized. Because professionals

do not have autonomy to do anything without
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permission of cabinets. That created hidden conflicting interest and professionals only act as
if they are loyal to cabinets not to lose benefit, but they are not doing anything.
Case studies indicate that: no output oriented extension planning those bureaucrats (SMSs
and Supervisors) are delegated to perform; hidden conflicting interest between cabinets and
bureaucrats since cabinets are manager of ARD office without merit; lack of incentive
mechanism in public sector to enforce bureaucrats and mission confusion of extension
programs due to uneven top down orders. Scholars also argue that if there is no separation
between politicians and bureaucrats, the former actor cannot control the latter actor, clear
incentive mechanism will not be created and no strong political progress (ABD, 2005).

6.2.3. Accountability of extension agents to District bureaucrats; Management
relationship

As result indicates this relationship is almost none existent. It is because SMSs and
supervisors seldom visit the field and extension service has been not funded yet at Subdistrict level. Thus, there is no way to talk about relation between bureaucrats and extension
agents. According to (WDR, 2004), failure of management relationship is common public
service delivery.
6.2.4. Accountability of extension service providers to small farmers: Client power

An extension service provider (ARD office) has linkage with small farmers only through
extension agents. However, I preceding section that there is not management relation between
bureaucrats and extension agents, and extension service have been not funded from ARD
office. Hence, farmers do not demand service from extension agents or extension agents have
not resources to give service to farmers. Rather what extension agents have been doing is to
accomplish assignments of higher government units that unevenly and frequently pour down
through District cabinet.

Client power can be underpinned by participating clients and

creating choice for clients in service delivery (ABD, 2005). This could be achieved when
clients learn about service given through active participation and when clients directly pay
the service from their pocket. In public extension system, voucher issued to farmers is
example of how to underpin client power relation.
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7. Conclusion and recommendations

The main focus of this thesis has been to explore how decentralization of extension system
has shaped power and accountability relationships of lower level actors. The underlying
rationale is that decentralization always entails power transfer from higher to lower level
actors. The cases indicate that due to decentralization reform, power has been devolved to
district government. The devolved power is to bring reform on overall public sectors, no
specific decentralization reform in extension system.
The cases show that devolved power has not been used appropriately to improve institutional
arrangement of extension service delivery. This is mainly because power of decision making
has been transferred only to district executive politicians (cabinets). This means three
domains of power (political, administrative and fiscal) has been devolved only to district
cabinets. This indicates that administrative domain (technical sectors that is responsible for
extension service operation) has no power of decision making; rather it has been
deconcentrated together with political domain. The cases show that executive politicians are
heads of agricultural and rural development sector without merit. Fiscal domain is also under
full control of politicians.
Further, the central and regional governments by default presume that District governments
do their level best to perform well in all development sectors in accordance with national
policy priority. Hence, the calculated block funds are often released to District governments.
Cases indicate that there is no formal fiscal auditing on unrestricted budget. This implies that
district politicians are not accountable to higher officials in terms of financial flow. This
designates that central and regional governments have totally ignored their responsibilities
after decentralization of powers to district government. As Rivera (2002) put it “what is
needed is not power for either central or local organizations, complementary strength in
both”.
I do have many recommendations for this challenge. Many researches already described
overall weakness and strength of extension system and put normative recommendations. For
instance, issue of farmers oriented extension, broadening service offer, funding at local level,
improving extension agent capacity, improving performance cultures etc. (for detail see
Davis et al, 2010). They have also recommended that extension should be participatory, this
cannot be done without creating demand among politically inactive community. Small
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farmers have long term experience of repressive governances and never demand service from
government without real empowerment.
What I robustly want to remind central and regional governments is that all technical
recommendations cannot be solved without improvement in extension institutional
arrangement that empower local community. This means decentralization reform is better
solution to improve institutional arrangements, if appropriately handled. Therefore, the
following points are very important to be considered in Ethiopia extension decentralization
process;
 Central and regional governments should initiate autonomous organization that is
responsible for coordination of all activities from central to local arenas. For
instance, there should be guideline that separate responsibilities of central, regional,
and local actors; demarcation between political and administrative domains and
auditing at district level.
 Central government should rethink how to empower citizens. The issue of active
citizen is still political will, not in other way round. Small farmers do not know how
politicians are responsible for extension service delivery or for overall services,
rather they blame bureaucrats.
 Autonomous organization should negotiate and find funding sources for extension
service. To fund from government expenditure, NGOs and/or to mobilize money at
local it needs willingness of politicians. Even adding funds, training and more
information will bring nothing without creating clear responsibility who do what and
which arena.
In terms of accountability, the cases indicate that accountability relationship among actors in
extension service delivery is entirely weak and/or absent. As I mentioned earlier, that is partly
due to absence of power sharing among local politicians, bureaucrats and small farmers. I
have looked at four accountability relations as follows;
Compact Relation: Absence of separation between cabinets (executive politicians) and
bureaucrats (head of agricultural and rural development office) has disabled compact
accountability relationship. It is because; cabinets are heads of bureaucrats. As (WDR, 2004)
indicates, politicians seldom create information about outputs and outcomes of public
services. The unique issue in Ethiopia cases is that cabinets are merit not based, but they are
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heads of subject matter specialists. Thus, cabinets do not want to expose failures of extension
services to higher level authorities.


Regional government should provide strong orientation to cabinets that extension
service or overall rural development sector needs specialized professionals who could
produce effective services



Central and regional governments should giving training for bureaucrats on concept
of decentralization and how there is demarcation between political and administrative
domain.

Voice relationships: it is small farmers who should hold local politicians accountable to their
extension service demand. However, farmers are still inactive citizens who do know how
extension service linked with political election.


Central government should link political election with rural development



Central government should broadcast what is expected from politicians

Management relationship: Since Subject matter specialist and extension supervisors do not
have authority to decide any extension activities, there is no clear assignment and
responsibilities and sufficient resource to enable frontline extension agents to provide
necessary services for small farmers.


If the above recommendations (for compact relation) are fulfilled bureaucrats would
have incentive to perform their responsibilities.



Especially, local politicians must give responsibility of extension service operation to
bureaucrats by allocating budget and allowing the scarce vehicles to be used

Client power relation: the last, but not the least, small farmers do not directly finance
extension services. The expectation is that district government finances the extension service
at local level by itself and/or initiates small farmers to mobilize resources, but not yet. Thus,
small farmers do not have demand and/or interest to hear what extension agents preach. That
is because voice relationship does not work since farmers are not active to hold politicians
accountable to their demand. This is where accountability relation does not work or very
weak. Thus, extension agents are not serving small farmers, but they are assisting politicians
to accomplish their assignments at local level.
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Central and regional governments should rethink how to let farmers control financial
recourses. For instance, establishing local organization and fund through that
organization or voucher system.
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Appendix-A Glossary of accountability Framework

Accountability: according to this framework, accountability is a set of relationships among service delivery actors with the
following five features:
1.

Delegating: Explicit or implicit understanding that a service (or goods embodying the service) will be supplied.

2.

Financing. Providing the resources to enable the service to be provided or paying for it.

3.

Performing. Supplying the actual service.

4.

Having information about performance. Obtaining relevant information and evaluating performance against
expectations and formal or informal norms.

5.

Enforcing. Being able to impose sanctions for inappropriate performance or provide rewards when performance is
appropriate.

Ideally, these five features should be created between/among actors to say that there are accountability relationships. The
framework defines four relationships of accountability: (1) client power (over providers), (2) compacts, (3) management (by
provider organizations of frontline professionals), and (4) voice and politics (between citizens and politicians/policymakers).
1.

Client power: Is the relationship of accountability connecting clients to the frontline service providers [for this
paper extension agents], usually at the point of service delivery, based on transactions through which clients
express their demand for services and can monitor supply and providers.

2.

Compacts: The broad, long-term relationship of accountability connecting policymakers to organizational
providers. [In this paper, policy makers are District cabinets and councils, while service providers are bureaucrats
Subject matter specialists and extension supervisors]. This is usually not as specific or legally enforceable as a
contract. But an explicit, verifiable contract can be one form of a compact.

3.

Management: The relationship of accountability connecting organizational providers [in this case District SMSs
and extension supervisor] and frontline professionals [extension agents], comprising internal processes for public
and private organizations [this study could not identify private sectors that involve in extension service delivery] to
select, train, motivate, administer, and evaluate frontline professionals. These processes may be rule-bound in large
bureaucracies, or idiosyncratic and ad hoc in small, private providers.

4.

Voice and politics: The most complex relationship of accountability. It connects citizens and politicians and
comprises many formal and informal processes, including voting and electoral politics, lobbying and propaganda,
patronage and clientelism, media activities, access to information, and so on. Citizens delegate to politicians the
functions of serving their interests and financing governments through their taxes. Politicians perform by providing
services, such as law and order or communities relatively free of pathogens. Citizens enforce accountability
through elections and other less definitive means, such as advocacy, legal actions, and naming and shaming
campaigns.

The other import terms are also as follows;
Long and short routes of accountability: Clients may seek to hold service providers accountable for performance in two
ways. Client power connecting clients and providers is the direct, “short” route of accountability [as the case of small
farmers and frontline extension agents]. When such client power is weak or not possible to use [due to absence or weakness
of five accountability features between two actors], clients must use voice and politics in their role as citizens to hold
politicians accountable—and politician/policymakers must in turn use the compact to do the same with providers. The
combination of the two is the roundabout,
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“long” route of accountability. In public sector, mostly long route accountability is possible. For example, small farmers
cannot finance extension by themselves (then financial feature is absent) or farmers don’t have knowledge whether extension
agents performed well (information asymmetry). Thus, small farmers hardly hold extension agents accountable to extension
services. Especially, extension service is transaction intensive that cannot be monitored easily even for experts.

Actors:[actor means] Individuals, households, communities, firms, governments, and other public, nongovernmental, and
private organizations that finance, produce, regulate, deliver, or consume services. The actors are divided into two category
in terms of accountability relations such as Principal and Agent. In economic theory the actors who hold others accountable
are sometimes called principals, and the actors who are held accountable are called agents. E.g. policymakers should be
accountable to citizens (i.e. policy makers-agent and citizens-principal)

Clients/citizens: Service users who as citizens participate individually or in groups (e.g., labour unions) in political processes
to shape and attain collective goals. As clients, individuals receive services to satisfy their household demand. All clients are
citizens (in most settings) but, depending on the service, not all citizens are clients. E.g. rural extension concerns only rural
people, not urban people.

Organizational providers: Public, private non-profit, and private for-profit entities that actually provide services. These may
range from government line ministries with hundreds of thousands of employees to a private hospital chain or from a vast
urban water utility to a single, community-run, village school. [In this paper only public sector is service provider]

Politicians/policymakers: The service delivery actors authorized by the state to discharge its legislative, regulatory, and rulemaking responsibilities. Politicians may be elected or achieve their positions through nondemocratic means. [In this paper
there are two group of politicians; councils as elected legislatives and councils who are nominated by councils as executives)

Transaction-intensive services: Services that require repeated, frequent client-provider contact. Transaction-intensive
services may be discretionary and require constant, minute decisions making them very hard to monitor.). Extension service
is one of transaction intensive services which depends on idiosyncratic nature of individuals

Clientelism: The tendency of politicians as patrons to respond to political competition by excessively favouring one group of
clients over another in return for political advantage (vote banks). Providing narrow supporter groups with free public
services or public employment, particularly where shirking is not sanctioned, is often the way politicians practice
clientelism.

Source: Adopter from WDR, 2004 B O X 3 .1 A glossary P.48
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Appendix-B Illustration of how Office District Agricultural and Rural Development
(ODARD) is linked with rural Sub-district

Office District of Agricultural & Rural
Development (ODARD)
Sectors with SMSs and Supervisors

Input supply &
cooperatives

water supply
& rural roads

Agricultural
Development

Natural resource
management

Environmental
protection& land
administration

Sub-Sectors
Livestock
production

crop
production

Natural resource
management

Extension teams
Sub-district

FTC (farmers training Centre)
FTC staffed with three Extension agents.
They are Diploma graduate in
One plant production
One animal production
One Natural Resource Management

Note: The channel through which all these sectors keep in contact with rural community is only
through extension agents. This shows how extension service very important sector for overall rural
development in Ethiopia.
Source: ODARD
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